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CANAL BILL
FROM HOUSE TO SENATE.
Washington, D. C. Dec. 11. When
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with the French government for th"
filling of the many vacancies among
the French sees. The pope beaituted
to the lust Element, but finding himself disapiK)lnted, finally called the
contistory, which was necessary to
select some additional members of the
suchred college.
The consistory which meets today
In secret Session, la of unusual importance, as It will probably Belect five
new cardinals to fill the existing vacancies in the sacred college. The
situation is unusually complicated,
and the pope was In an exceedingly
difficult position in making a selection which would cause the least disappointment. It maybe said that the
selection of the Italian cardinals presented greater difficulties than that
In the
of the foreign dignitaries.
first place there are 1n Rome several
delegates who at one time beld the
position of major dorao of the Vatican
and every one of them considered it
his right to become a member of the
sacred college on that account. The
former pope had silently recognized
this claim and had mado promises
to these dignitaries, which his death
prevented him from fulfilling. Pius
X, however, Ih not inclined to recognize any such rights, end, although
l.e has selccleil Mgi. CagidKo do Ae
vedo, for a number of years major
dotno of the Vatican, for the cardinal's
hat, It Is understood that he Intends
to abolish the office of major domo,
thus rtducing the cost of maintaining his court to some extenL
It was principally the necessity of
holding down the expenses of the
Vatican which caused the pope to hescardinals
itate in selecting new
among the prelates connected with
the Vatican. It is understood that
but one other Italian prelate will be
created cardinal, Mgr. Cavallarl, the
patriarch of Venice. One of the foreigners to be promoted Is Mgr. Job-ep- h
Samassa, archbishop of Agram,
Hungary, who is now seventy-seve- n
years old. and who was promised promotion by the former pope. His promotion will appease the Hungarian
Catholics, and also please the Austrian court. Another new cardinal
will be Mgr. Splnola y Maesta, archbishop of Seville, Spain. It was at
first Intended to nominate Mgr. No'.a-ieilarchbishop of Valencia, formerly metropolitan in the Philippine
Islands. The latter was not selected
because it was feared that he might
be objectionable, owing to the attl- -

and Arizona as one state, and Oklahoma and Indian Territory as the other, knocking for
admission from th present congress.

Mexico

INSURANCE STILL

BEEF PACKERS ARE

IS INVESTIGATED

WIRELESS MESSAGE

IN CHICAGO COURT

REACHES NEWPORT

Jerome Takes up the Matter To Establish Allegations Made Tells That Nantucket Light

the senate convened today a message

was received from the house transmitting the emergency 'bill, approbating $11,000,000, to aid In the construction of the Panama canal. It
was withheld by the vice president
until the morning routine business
was concluded. During the introduction of the bill there were numerous conferences on the floor to determine whether or not a measure
should be referred to the committee
c
on appropriations or to the
canal committee.
inter-oceani-

SPEAKER CANNON
ANNOUNCES APPOINTMENTS.
Washington, D. C. Dec. 11. Speaker Cauuon announced the committees
iu the housj today. Kollowlpg are
names of the chairmen of the Important committees:
Ways and Means Payne of New

of the Rich Man
Ryan.

Prudential of New Jersey

Only

New York, Dec. 11.
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SOUTHERN KENNEL CLUB

,

Panel, rs' Association,;
today,
n ned at t! v. Alinoiy Hall
vitb. a Ui --'e a't i.dai.c e. The nam-- j
!er of enirus is unusually large and!
a I a rue list of valuable prizes will be1
'
awarded iu the different classes.

Inujes

HAS $2,500 PRIZES
n.
Teim..
The
annu.il bench show of the Siu'hein
Keiine; Ciulj opened here today and
A!
will remain open until Thtn
G. KberharJ is in charge
f 'he s'ow '
ami j.ide.- - Itotii the American Ken-re- l
Club will award the prize.,, which
aggregate $J,0eo.
Memphis.
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tonsideraole Damage in the Immediate

New York.
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of Help.

About

Chicago, Dee. 11. The cases against
the beef packers were not called in
the Uni.ed Stales court today, but
will be called tomorrow.
The proceedings will not be in the nature of
a formal trial, but will be to establish
certain facts which the packers have
set up and to which the government
has demurred. It is expected, however, that the bearing tomorrow will
MII1K
out some important matters
connected with the prosecution of the
packers.
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Made to Send Gunboat
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Ship Was in Need

Coxipany Out Side of

Washington, D. C. Dec. 11. A
lively ti.. occurred in the house toOF DISTRICT COURT
day Just before adjournment, between Lamar of Florida, the minority
leader, and Williams, regarding the JUDGE ABBOTT OVERRULES OBQUESTIONING
committee assignments. Ijunar sought
JECTION
HIS
to discuss the matter, but Williams
POWER TO ADJOURN AND REobjected in the interest of democratic
CALL JURY SPRINGER CASE IS
harmony. He was at once challenged
CALLED.
to call a democrat Ic caucus for tomorrow, but declined to commit himself
At the open itif; of court this morn-'luon the ground taat the houstt was no
the petit jury was brought in,
place for democratic liuen to be washed for the amusement of the repub- having been excused since October.
Attorney V. H. Childers, on behalf of
licans
the defendants represented by him,
objected to the Jurisdiction of the
WILLIAMS OPPOSES
THE GREATER ARIZONA. court to try any criminal case at the
term, contending
Washington. 1). C. Dec. 11. The present adjourned
the court, under the statutes,
statehood boomers from Oklahoma that
power
no
to adjourn the term to
and Indian Territory received much ahaddistant day or
the time for
ncourajement today from represent- the convening ofbeyond
court In another
atives at whose committee rooms they county in
district,
cluimlng that
culled. John Sharp Williams, the mi- such actionthe
was in effect the calling
nority leader, in addressing the del- of
special
term,
a
without compliance
egation, said that he would do all In
the formalities of the statute.
his power to have Oklahoma and In-- , with
Mr.
objection
overChilders'
dian Territory admitted as one stafe, ruled, and at 3 o'clock thiswasafternoon
not!
is
provided their admission
case of the Territory against
ill
coupled with the admission of New the
Springer, charging cruelty to animals,
Mexico and Arizona.
was taken up.
liefore the Jury was called into the
DISMISS
SUPREME COURT
box. Atlroney Wilkerson
made tne
.APPEAL.
MITCHELL
THE
same objection made by Attorney
Wnshinirtnn. T P.. Dec. 11. Oil Childers during the morning.
Mr.
motion of former Senator Thurston, Wilkerson's objection was likewise
Chief Justice Fuller, on behalf of the overruled.
supreme court of the United States,
The Springer case is one appealed
today directed the issuance of an or- - from Police Judge Crawford's court,
ler dismissing 'lie appeal of the late-- in which the defendant was fined for
Senator Mitchell in the case asaiust beating and dragging a balky hoite
dim.
by the neck, near the coiner of Gold
avenue and Second street, something
CALEB POWERS BEFORE
over a year ago. The rase attracted
COURT ON JURISDICTION. wide attention at the time.
Washington, I). C, Dec. 11. The
tuestion wf jurisdiction In the case of STAMP COLLECTORS
Caleb Powers, charged with comARE TO ORGANIZE.
plicity in the murder of Governor
Washington. D. ('., Dec .11.
TRr
Goebel, of Kentucky, in lStno, was tostamp collectors of this city have
day presented to tile mipreme court been invited to meet today at the
of the United S'ales iu t he lorm of a Young Men's Christian Association
motion for leave to flic u petition for building for the purpose of organizing
a writ of mandamus, commanding a society to be known under the name
United States Judge Cochran, of the of the Washington Philalethic Sowestern district of Kentucky to re- ciety. There are a great many prommand the case to the state courts inent collectors iu this city, aud
and restore Powers to the custody i many of them have expressed themhe sheriff of Scott county,
where selves in favor of joining the new soPowers' fourth trial was about to
ciety. Among them are C. 1).
when Judge Cochran's court took
J. Kinney Knule, J.
jurisdiction in the case, Doth sides H. V. Colman, A. K- Woodward, Prof
in. mi u ioii.t Arthur Mayo, Prof. Milton Whitney.
Hie l uuii t uetii
aleu
m January l.'.th. but tie) court refused Samuel F. Croft, and l.ieut. I.
W.
to fix a day.
Craw ford.

j

by Them of Technical

DIDN'T ANSWER COMMITTEE CALIFORNIA DESERT STORM CREW NUMBERS FOURTEEN

ney Jerome will today take up toe
matter of Thomas F. Ryan's rejusal
to answer the questions propounded
by the Insurance investigating
committee relative to K. H. Harrinian's
York.
effort to participate in the purchase
Appropriations Tawney of Minne- of a majority of the stock of tne
Equitable Life from James H. Hyde.
sota,
Judiciary Jenkins of Wisconsin.
The Investigating committee will eliminate the examination of all insurInterstate and Foreign Commerce
Hepburn ol Iowa.
ance companies outside of the state
Foreign Affairs Hitt of Illinois.
of New York, with the exception of
the Prudential of Newark, N. J. Seven
Military Affairs Hull of Iowa.
Naval Affairs Foss of Illinois.
of the smaller companies doing busiPostofflce and Post Roads Over-stree- t ness under New York state laws will
he ordered to have their principal ofof Indiana.
State Affairs Cooper of Wisconsin. ficers ready for examination. Among
Irrigation of Arid Lands Mondell these Is the Providence Savings Life,
whose officers have already been subi( Wyoming.
poenaed.
DEMOCRATS LACK
HARMONY.

archbishop of Rio
de Janeiro, Braril, who is also
as one of the dignitaries
scheduled for promotion, will bo the
first South American prelate ever
nemed for the sacred college.
His
selection will probably cause dissatisfaction in other South American
countries, but they will be appeased
in the future.
Resides the selection of new cardinals, other matters of importance
will be considered at the consistory.
The situation in France Is probably
one of the most Important problems.
All the bishops appointed by the propaganda during the past year will
have their nominations confirmed by
this consistory.

As customary It will
be secret Hnd will be followed by a
public omistory on Thursday. The
thief reason assged lor the long
do.ay Is that the rope was hoping
that 'some ainingeinei.t could be made

PANAMA

I

Railroad Employes and

Tel-

egraph Operators Must
Resume Work

Growth In World at Large With Loss in France 08 THEY WILL
Where Church and State Have Been
St. Petersburg,
Finally Separated.
every Indication

ber of last year.

ED
New

ORDERED

BE

PROSECUTED

Dec. 11.

that

There

1

the governne.oire1. ani
hjuri a gen-

t
that within
The convocation tude which ho had taken In the archi- eral strike throughout Rushi will he
Rome, Dec. 11.
A terrible storm has been
of cardinals und prelates which meets pelago against the occupation by the oicered.
Americans.
raised by the arrest of M. Krustaleff,
at the Vatican today, is the first conMgr. Joachim Alcovarde de
president of the executive committee
sistory callert by Plus X siuce Decem-

CAoAzt

NOMINATIONS SENT
TO SENATE TODAY.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 11. The
president sent the following nominations to the senate today: For postmasters lu Texas Frank L. .Hradley,
Gilmer; John M. Clark, Yoakum;
James T. Uallard, llevllle.

IOWA HOLDS NOTED
SHOW OF FINE POULTRY.
''(' 11.
Davenport, a
The an- twal poultry show, under the auspices

GENERAL STRIKE

forty-eigh-

4

I

an Italian.

in Streets.

ment's challenge will be

"

FAMILY

Only One of Them

,

Four Cardinals

CONDITION IN FRANCE CAUSES SORROW TO POPE

illttf III

4 House.

Secret but Important

Fifth For Future Appointment.

APPEAL IS DISMISSED

it

Arrests Are Made and
Workmen Shot Down

CREATING CARDINALS

g

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 11.
Delegate Andrews has
been
placed on the committees on ag- riculture, mines and minerals,
and territories.
Delegate Smith of Arizona, 4
4 nas been placed on postoflices 4
4 and post roada, pulilic lands, and
4
4 territories.
Messrs. Luna, Itursum and 4
4
4 Priehard are now at the White
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

-

want

Vjho

Created

Family Divided.
Opposes New
Mexico and Arizona.

4

tp

NOMINATIONS

Democratic
Williams

.MITCHELL

(IwireTres

"

Has Been Placed on

PRESIDENT'S

IS AGGRESSIVE

SECOND CONSISTORY

Andrews

310

GOVERNMENT

POPE PIUS X HOLDS

LITTLE BUSY

Delegate

NUMlK

(list to Rescue.
Newport, R. I., Dec. 11. The fol
lowing wireless message was received

i

men-toln-

ed

LIST OF NEW CADINALS AND
GROWTH OF CATHOLICISM
Rome, Dec. 11. The pope today
neid a secret consistory, the second
of his pontificate. In which be created
new cardinals and apparently showed

a tendency to have a better equlplb-riubetween the foreign and, Italian elements in the eacred college,
three of the four new cardinals created are foreigners.
In his allocution the pope stated
that he wished he could give the cardinals pleasant news, but that conditions did not permit of consolidation.
Although the Catholic faith is spreading throughout Ihe world, on turning
towards the Catholic nations one
feels that the prediction of the Scriptures is being verified that the Kingdom of.-tbLord will be removed to
other people where It will produce
good fruit.
Especial care and anxiety may be
felt for the country heretofore called
L3ie eldest
daughter of tht churcli
The pope ended by saying t'rat he intended to honor the whole I.at
race by creating a carllnal
belonging to that part ot the world.
He then created the following cardinals:
Most Rev. Joseph Samuzza, archbishop of Erlau. Hungary.
Monslgnor Splnola, archbishop of
Seville.
MonBignor J. A. De Arcoverde de
Albuquerque Caloavante, archbhftop
of Rio Janeiro.
Monslgnor Cagaino de Azevedo,
major domo of Vatican.
Rome, Dec. 11. loafer the pope appointed a number of bishops, including Rev. T. Meerschaert, bishop of
Oklahoma; Rev. T. Cronnan, formerly
bishop of Dallas, Texas, titular bishop
of Caracas. Monslgnor Nocaleda, formerly archbishop of Manila, afterward
of Valencja, was nominated titular
archbishop of Petra. The pPe reserved the appointment of a fifth cardinal in Tectore.

of the workmen's council, which was
followed during the night by the imprisonment of members of the work-

men's council here and of the strike
leaders at Moscow.
"The reaction
hus come," were the words on every
lip, and at all meetings last night the
opinion was unanimous that the
weapon, a general strike, must
be Invoked.
The situation In Livonia Is frightful.
Absolute anarchy prevails,
messenger who arrived here this morning,
declares that the streets of Riga are
(lowing with blood.
After a meeting of the railroad men
of Riga, In which they were mowed
down by the fire from machine guns
and artillery. Interior Minister Durn-ov- o
today issued a proclamation not
only notifying all post employes and
telegraphers that their failure to return to work tomorrow will be equivalent to their discharge, but that all
who agitate for a continuance of the
strlk ewlll be prosecuted.
su-pie-

GENERAL STRIKE ORDERED
FOR

MIDNIGHT

TODAY.

Warsaw, Dec. 11. The central committee of railroad men now In session
at Moscow will probably order a general railroad strike to begin at midnight, lu consequence of the arrest of
M. Krustaleff. president of the executive committee of the workmen's
council at St. Petersburg. The local
committee of the railroad men's unions has received notification from the
committee at St. Petersburg to that

early
from the Nantucket l!s.
rffwttoday:
.k .
lightship iu distress;
"Nantucket
help
AUTOMOBILE
CLUB
anywhere."
from
send
Here the message was broken off.
CAl L CONFERENCE
The United States gunboat Hist lett
for the lightship at 3 o'clock this
morning. Hie wind and sea are modParis, Dec. 11.
The International
erating, after a heavy blow.
Conference, called by the
Automobile
messages
were received
Wireless
Franco, opened
of
Automobile
Club
last evening reporting that the iiht
today and will last all week.
here
sprung
a
ship had
leak and that the
Delegates from nearly every civilised
Preparations
fire room was Hooded.
country are here and the public Is
DAMAGE DONE BY
help.
On board the
were made to send
displaying great Interest In the event.
Captain
Jorgenscn
and
CALIFORNIA WIND STORM. lightship are
The Automobile Club of America la
represented by J. Howard Johnson
Los Angeles, Cal., Dec. 11. A severe thirteen men.
wind storm that In localities approachand William F. Hogan. Both are
RED MEN HOLD
ed the magnitude of a hurricane, vismembers of the club and have been
POW-WOIN TEXAS.
ited southern California yesterday.
residents of Purls for several years.
Reports froiti various sections around
Mr. Johnson is already acquainted
The
San Antonio, Tex., Dec. 11.
Los Angeles tell of a gale lasting local Tribe of the Improved Order of
with the diplomacy of autotnobll
throughout the day and in places do- Ited Men will hold a big pow wow
methods, and he has been the altering considerable damage. The chief today In honor of Great lucohonee
nate for America in the recent Gordamage was to the orange and olive John W. Cherry of Norfolk, V'a., and
don Dennett cup race conferences and
crops. It is stated that 2 per cent of Great Chief of Records Wilson H rooks
competitions.
the crop In some places was blown of Chicago, who arrived here on their
The American delegates are not infrom the trees and a considerable por- tour through the United Slates, and
structed. As the International congress will chiefly deal with event
tion of the fruit that remained was will be the guests of the local Red
Men during their short slay in the
bruised.
and methods in European countries.
city. In honor of the high officers
It would hardly have been consistent
for America to outline any policy for
of the order a banquet und entertainPITTSBURG HOLDS
ment will be given this evening at
adoption by the automobile clubs of
Wigwam on Soledad street. Many
these countries. The conference will
ANNUAL STOCK SHOW the
prominent Red Men from others parts
take a much broader scope than most
of the state have been invited.
Americans have been led to believe.
Pittsburg. Pa., Dec. 11 The great
Instead of discussing road race conannual stock show of the Pittsburg NEW YORK BASE
ditions and their advisability for the
BALL CLUB MEETS.
Union Stock Yards was opened today
future, the laws enacted for or against
in the Harris Island yards.
New York, Dec. 11.
niotor cars, regulations cV every naOwing
The annual
to the fact that this s.'iow imme- meeting of the stockholders of tin)
ture, speed requirements,
exhibits,
diately precedes the great National New York Base Hall Club will be
touring information, as, well as touring contests, will all form special topStock Show at Chicago, the entries held in the office of the company In
ics for mutual interchange of opinthis year have been more numerous Jersey City this afternoon. A new
ion.
and of a far higher grade than ever board of directors und other officials
before. The imp, rtnnce of this ex- for the ensuing year will bo elected.
The fate of the Gordon Rennet cup
Beginning With Lane, 1861,
hibition is clearly recognized by the
With Burton race, und Incidentally, that of the
Ending
IS
CHICKEN
SHOW
Vanderbilt cup race, as a foreign
eastern buyers of fat stock, and a
HELD IN OKLAHOMA.
large number of them have come
event, will be defintely disposed of.
Has
Office
the
Been
Weired
Full
of
here to attend the exhibition and seGuthrie, Okla., Dec. 11.
The Automobile Club of France has
Several
cure options on the most desirable thousand dollars In prizes will be
already resolved to abstain from all
cattle exhibited. The premium list Is competed for at the poultry show
further management of the Gordoa
Experiences
Pitfalls.
unusually large this year and It is ex- of the Oklahoma Fanciers' AssociaDennett race and even offered to repected that the evnibition will at- tion, which opened her,, today for a
turn the cup to Its owner, James Gortract more tlr
don Dennett, but Mr. lieiiuett refused
ordinary attention. week's run
The HlH'ttdancr ar the owning show
Topeka, Kan., Dec. 11. "The fatal years ami resigned, It Is said to avoid to receive it. As tho event has alGIANT
THE
CARMANIA
w
ways been recognized as equivalent
as highly satisi!"-today
rv.
succession" is the name Kansas has fighting charges.
ARHIVES AT NEW VORK. given to the stnatorship (f which Jo-long distance
Hubert Crozier was apiiointed and to the international
New- York. II. c. 11.
The lirM trans s'd'li Ralph Mutton, the latest inctim- ousted as soon as the legislature met. championship In niitomohlUng,
it is
steamer,
Atlantic turbine
the giuul hem, is under conviction of graitiiig.!
James M. Harvey was next elected quite possible- that some arrangement
ilndatk-hiieCarmania. ol
Cimurd
iie, ariued A
bird of evil omen seems ami then defeated for renomination. may be worked out whereby other
today after a ucecsstu: though tern-pe- to watch over those w.io take the seat
than the Automobile CTab
Preston It IMuinli nnnil,. r i,.i.,i... iiiteiu-ietit-nous
t occupied by James H Lane The; was Hu n chosen,
o,is;e The Cirmauia lias
twice, ami of France may manage the race.
''
l"i;
mas
persors
aecoiunioih''
tor
'nijiu stalled at the out.-etIn lsnl.i died a tragic death within a year af-- '
li"M
Katisii.- admi'ted ss a state,, ter starling his third term.
GREATER NASHVILLE
EDWARD ATKINSON
H. U
mid chose two senators, they tensed
Perkins followed next, lull,
DEAD AT BOSTON, a coin to see whle.i should git the could not iiold
HOME EXPOSITION
the appointment
nlyj
Hi.ston. Man.- -.
II. Kilward short or Iocs term of tour years. Ill until the legislature convened.
i:ec.
u
known social and went In l.ane.
Atkinson, a
John Martin, his successor, held the
Nashville, Tenu., Dec. 11.
With
political econoi::.--! of Ibis city, died,
He served his term, was reelected, place two yeirs. and dropped out of the new Hippodrome ablare
with
suddenly today after ai. attack of I and committed suicide.
sight, dying dioitly afterward.
more than 3 000 incandescent lights,
acute indiuestioii, affecting the heart,
E. ;. (loss,
appointed to biiccecd
I. uclcu Maker served nis lull term! bands of music playing and hundreds
He was 7H eui old.
him, failed :u toed the demand of of six years, but was forced to viih-- . of residents of this city und visitors
Kan-- a
for the impeachment of Pres- draw for reelection.
from outside crowding the enormous
TURKEY AND PERSIA
ident Johnson, ltoss' vote saved t lie
Joseph Ralph itntton succeeded him building, the Greater Nashville Homo
ARE AT WAR POINT.I pi evident but ltoss was defeated
fori
before half his term was served Industrial Kx posit ion will open to11
Constantinople,
Dec.
Kive reelection, cast aside, and now lives and
was
night for a week's run. The large
r jail sentence.
thousand armed Pi.Tsiain- are gatheran humble life in Albuquerque.
The line cf Kansas senators who building, which was erected for Just
ed south of Ijtke I'runiiz and threii'en be left Kansas to make a livingWhen
else-wlI'omeniy. chosen simul- such purposes, has been beautifully
succeeded
to invade a strip of t' iritory in Vilare, he being a printer, the type- taneously with lane, has numbered decorated and profusely Illuminated
yet Mosul, claimed l.y Tuike. ottosetters of thi. state, taking the cue but five, and Included
the brilliant1 hiii'
tsenis a charnilni: nictiire. The
man Hoops have been ilfspa' died o from
the sdiricians, branded him as John J. Installs anil highly esteemed! ceiiiei nf Hi,, building is occupied by
repel the Invasion
unfair, and sent cards about him all V. A. Harris.
a band
and around it are groupover ihe country. Itoss landed in Al-- I
ed l1, wiin. us exhibits, which are a
NEW CABINET WAS
twenty-threyears aso,
Charged With Sanderson Murder.
credit in he industrial enterprises
FORMALLY INSTALLED. ii'iuerque
ItlHtfion. ml.. Doc. II.
The 11 ml of the cily. An arcad". Kit) feet is
London, Dir. II. 'Pie liberal mite and applied at 'he old Journal office
lb told bis story to the of Otto Cook, the last of the six per- length, CNlentU from the car tracks,
composing the few cabinet !"ithen foreman and telegraph editor of sons charged with the murder of on lb., we.-- t end. in the entrance of
were formally in.,tu:ld today
thai paper, (now with The t'itleii), Preston Sanderson, opened here to- the Hipimdrome This, also, will bo
and the story was believed. He was day
Two of the accused have al- brillii'lil ly i!lumina;ed t very night.
Closing Stock Quotations.
New Vork. Ii
vhi n work, over Ihe profits of a ready been found guilty, and have The 111. i'u but'dosg h.i.4 seattnt; room
- ii
agitating printers. He worked at been sentenced 1o im
l
price I'd.
lllent till for 12.
pe.ij.v.
SENATOR DEPEW.
Me case several years, and on ('b ve-- i life. It is claimed by the state that
Aicln ii. l oiein i;
In adi.tiuii 'o the tvgu'.ar exhibit
A'.i
s
pt
tl; Nw Vol k, A :io
i'ook is stronger tion fe. 1'yi., ,,f III e show there Will
liist a Iniiiiisi r.u ton nceived the evidence
;,:,el
!'. in- tidV
lie1 lea' ion by
w
Vn; k ('i t ' r i,'
appointed than iisa iint those two. Krnei San- - die many soei.t attractions for the
bei r.a
Ollf
.f tile lli; iltel Uti i'!' jv K.j.til- .153'
v
governor
i
1.1
01 New Mexico.
S.h ty. mi ae-- l
a
elm.- h
(lelnoli, the !at oil" uf the coll vl( ' ed riitertaitimciu of the visitors. There
Life
l':ic.
Alixateiir l'iiMttl sue. 1' !'! Loss will In- eilii-r'i
a; wi'ms against will be a po! in itch, pr.ze drills and
uiuii of tl.e scandals u:e jr! lied ly Sou' h
1,
1.
Hi
e.
e ui.tni1
un l'.u itii
at r.u'. r from Kansas, held it two ('null.
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PRESIDENT'S VICTORY IN FAVOR

THE EVENING CITIZEN
rubllshel

Pally tod Wrekly by

Ka tares! at

Pot office for transm Union through the
mails aa second claae matter.

Gjnion

The Session Will be Short
Railway

LAt3L

Art7rna C'rnilatinn.

Special to The Evening CltiJtc:'.
Great
Washington, D. C, lec. tl.
Is the force of public opinion. There
are accumulating evidences that il
lias enabled Theodore Roosevelt to
win a victory over the United States
senate, It would seem almost safe
to make a positive prediction that a
law for the federal regulation or railway rates, acceptable to the president, will bo enacted at the present
session of congress.
He would have been deemed a foolish man who would have ventured
such a prediction a month ago. Even
a week ago there were all the signs
of an Impending fight of huge proportions. Ground began to give way
under the opposition when Speaker
Cannon entered into a compact with
the White House, assuring that the
would
administration's
rate bill
representative
promptly pass the
branch of congress. This compact
forced the railroads Into a count of
senate noses and while there has
been no public announcement of their
canvass, it is evident that the count
was favorable to the president and
the people.
It would not be fair to say that
Mr. Roosevelt was compromised. He
will si and or fall by the essential
bill.
principles of the
but he has made it plain in his message to congress that he is not going
to be a stickler for minor details.
This offered the railroad senators a
graceful line of retreat. Mr. Roosevelt having shown a disposition to be
"reasonable," they say, there is no
reason why a rale bill, equitable and
just to all parties, cannot bo agreed
upon. This enables the senate to save
its face, antl at the saule time avoid
bumping up against a firmly fixed
public sentiment.

$.".nn
W
2. (Hi

Dally by Carrier, 60c per month
Thk EvKNfNQ Citizfn will be delivered in the
city at the low rate of 20 rent iter week, or for 6c
Advertising

when paid monthly.

Rates Made Known on Application

Sufaarribera will ranfrr a favor by notify in tx us
ftimrwrirately on any
of th paper.
AH fetters and rrmtitance should be aridrniwri to
Th Cmr.K I'tiHi isHiNO Tompant. IraftH.
eherka, poet office and ejcpreM money orders
nuat be made payable to the order of the
rompajiy.

Automatic

18.1

Colorado

11

Montezuma Trust Co.

Per Word Insertion

and you can rely upon It, as we have not failed before, that your
money Is not thrown away, We have alo rented hundreds of houses
by our want ads, as well as sold nearly everything we have adver-tile-

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEw" MEXICO

d

the Vestern Union or Postal
TELEPHONE
messenger
graph
for
or
send your ad
the
to

I

SPORTING...
...BREVITIES

offices

The American Association moguls
will hold their annual meeting in
Chicago next Saturday.
Several of the New York (Hants
have taken up push bull as a winter
recreation. , That's an Improvement
on the high ball.

Ksch-Townse-

with

I

known as Arizona, and one erected

MoneyPianos,toOrgans,Loan
Horses

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

On Furniture,

Wagons and other. Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
One
Time:
and strictly private.
tt
month to one year given. Goods remain In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD .LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
wages. Inquire at
315 West Railroad Ave.
Copper
PRIVATE OFFICES.
wenue.
Open Eveninge
A canvasser
WANTKD
and solicitor
on commission and wages. Address,
CARuS
PROFESSIONAL
XX.. this otlice.
i7
ileT
A gTrl
WANTED
do
DENTISTS.
housework. Inquire of W. J. John-son- ,
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
at liaiik of Commerce.
Dental Surgeon.
WANTKD
Position as first and sec- Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
ond cooks, by man anil wife. Inquire room 14. I.a Vcta rooming the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Doth 'phones. Appointments made by
house.
WANTED Hright. energetic lady as mall.
"'
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
local representative
for .Chicago
Office
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
company. Work pleasant and profitable Address. M. W. F., this office. hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. ApWAN I'ED
Gentlemen b second-hanclothing. No. 515 South First street pointments made by mail.
south of viaduct. Send address and
LAWYERS.
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
Bernard
8. Rodey.
WANTED
Nurse lor training at the
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquerue.
Home. A regular course In class
work and practical nursing; also N. M. Prompt attention given to all
lectures and examinations
by at- business pertaining to the profession
tending physicians. For further in- Will practice in all courts of the terriformation, address. Superintendent, tory and before the United State
land office.
the Home. I. as Vegas. N. M.
Ira M. Bond.
WANTED
liy Chicago wholesale and
ATTORNEY-AT-LA32 F street
mail order house, assistant mana
s;er, (man or woman), for this coun- N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
Salary lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
ty and adjoining territory.
$20 and expenses, paid weekly; ex- letter patents, trade marks, claims.
pense money advanced.
V.'ork is
R. W. D. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
pleasant and position permanent.
No investment, or experience re- que, N. M. Office, First National
quired. Write at once for full par- Hank building.
r
ticulars and enclose
ssed
Dobson.
Efw.
.
envelope. Cooper & Co., 132 Lake
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crom
street. Chicago, 111.
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR RENT
John H. Stingle.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWSuite 16, N
FOK HEN'i' Furnished" " rooms' for
housekeeping. Large and airy, 524 T. Armljo building, Albuquerque
N. M.
West Railroad avenue. .
FOR RENT Desk room in a heated
ARCHITECTS.
lTrter-fieloffice: use of telephone.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
Co.. ltd West Gold avenue.
FOR RENT Three uniuruished and Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
Also one
one furnished house.
CIVIL ENGINEERS
large store room. Enquire 312 W.
Lead avenue.
D. F. McCrolling.
FUR "RTT
Pleasant, sunny room,
surveying an
Civil engineering,
with eastern exposure, in private drafting,
Auto
209 Railroad avenue.
family. Electric Ughts and bath.
matlc 'phone 740.
No. 315 West l,ead avenue.
Apartments in Park
fOll RENT
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
View terrace, eight rooms each;
A. L. Morgan.
H
modern equipment throughout,
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACII. Ttiton. room 19, Grant block.
TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
e
furnished
FOR RENT Nicely
Hats, two and three rooms, $10 cheerfully furnished; job work solicshop at
and $15 per month. Mrs. Norris, ited. Automatic phone, 724; Albuquerstreet,
524 John street, east and of viaduct. 911 North Second
rooms, by que, N. M.
FOR RENT Furnished
day, week or month; also for light
PHYSICIANS.
housekeeping. The La Veta, 113
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
West Lead avenue. Mrs. J. Flaming,
proprietress.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Room 25, Whiting building, over
FOR SALE
Vann's drug store. Automatic
"your
SELL, UENT'or TRADE List
.
teleph6ne, 410.
300
property with T. L. McSpadden,
DR. J. D. N USB AU M
South Hroadway.
Foil SALE Must leave town, an Practice limited to diseases of Nose,
will sell my piano at a bargain. Ad
Throat and Lungs.
dress. H. .).. this office.
Rooms 14 and 15, Grant Blk. Office
FOR SALE OK TRADE A good busiHours, a to 10 a. m.. 3 to 5 p. m.
ness for city property. T. L. Mc- Telephones: - Colo. 154; Auto. 272.
Spadden. Sun South Hroadway.
C. H. CONNOR, M. D., D. O.
b'OK SALE A
hanusome Hardman
Osteopathic physician and surgeon
piano, in fine condition and almost President New Mexico Board of Osteonew, at a bargain.
For particu- pathy.
successfully
All
diseases
lars, call at this office.
Office in Barnett building
treated.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
I have some phones.
Sundays by appointment.
in mines?
said to be good deals. Talk with
FALL TERM.
mo. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broad-

it

.,4.

f
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a

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities,

5u5-We-

out of Oklalmma and Indian Terrti-torto be known as Oklahoma. It
contains no provision respecting the
regulation of the liquor traffic, that
having been au amendment which the
y,

added to the last statehood

IS THE WORD.
XND NO PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
During the first week of the ses-

ECONOMY

the usual number of hills carrying appropriations for public buildings have been introduced. 11 is
even possible that there have been
a few more than the usual number.
There are going to be a lot of disappointed cities: for there is hardly
the remotest chance that a public
building 1)111 will pass. There will be
appropriations, of course, for continuing work on buildings now under
way, but. it will probably be carried
in the sundry civil bill.
Speaker
Cannon has set his face firm against
any new public building - projects,
however, and has refused to listen to
anxious members who have sought to
plead with him.
,
The killing off of all new public
building projects is one of the Speaker's schemes of wiping out the treasury deficit.
Undeterred by the announcement
that economy is to be tile watchword
of the present session, the promoters
of the Jamestown exposition are serenely asking for $2.ono.linn as the government's contribution to that new
project.
There Isn't any chance of their getting 2,ii(Mi.iMHi, and Representative
Maynard of Virginia, the exposition's
sponser In the house, doesn't expect
any such sum. Ho argues, with the
logic, howsmall boy's irrefutable
ever, that he will come nearer hitting
the moon by trying than if he didn't
shoot at all: nnd there Is the further
consideration that, whatever sum the
exposition does succeed in getting
will appear modest alongside what
sion

$100,000
4

TVs hnvn
rf M rr-,Wlr-- ,
TO JOINTURE
,j
IS CHAIRMAN
'AMILTON.
The four territories seeking adcn t in ii ii i r , u ,.l ti.es,
1J
n .
mission into the sisterhood of states rl
places write
for book-OPEN i W
have a staunch and rue friend In hive
offices In ill larne citi". iiml
r
t'iotirt
Representative Hamilton of Michi- rnethrxl of marhcttiig your ability lor every ceut I'.
gan, chairman of the house commit- In worth.
tee on territories. He is the earnest flspooodt (loo.). Brain Brokers
Louia
9'7 Chemical building,
champion, at leasl, of those who
favor the erection of two states out
WANTED
of the four territories.
W AN T u
c lea u rassi! .nquii'r 7
bis
Mr. Hamilton has
The Citizen office.
the
Rtatehood bill in substantially
cook. Apply
at 217
form It was before the last congress. WANTEDA
noutn Kuurtn strcet.
It provides for two states, one created
out of Arizona and New Mexico, and WAN'I'KD A cisik. at once. Good

FAVORABLE

bill.

an A. D. T.
Citizen office,

casJj
tele- The
phone direct, or call, and the ad will appear according to your wish.

was being punished for something
couldn't really help.

senate

Capital and Surplus

Tele-

FOR JOINT STATEHOOD

hoy, and

OF SUBSCRIPTION:

pr month,

One Cent

Pleasing to the President

QUITE BRILLIANT

IS

PROSPECT

Patty by mail, on year in advance
latily by mail, prr month
Weekly by mail, one year

cent

Pass

11. 1905.

through them.

Amciatrd Pmi Aflrrnoon D'upatchf.
Ltr(Mt City and County Circulition,
Th larefst Npw Mrtiro Circulation.
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Will
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BANK INSTITUTIONS

II

DO

Without Any Prolonged Struggle.

Official Paper of Bernalillo County
and City of Albuquerque.

I irtyont Nnrthfri

Hill

One-Se-

MONDAY, DECEMBER

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, we can secure it for you by a small
" want ad. in The Fining Citizen. It only costs

OF RAILWAY RATE LEGISLATION

The Citizen Publishing Company

KVKKINO CITIZEN.

(

VXU'O,

J

Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

and

Solicits

New

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
W. 3. STRICKLER. V. P. nrl rashl..
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Baldridge'
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell
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LUNA, President.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON,

4

TOPEKA

SANTA

FE RY.
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Fred W. Swinn has been elected
captain of the Iowa foot ball team.
He has been three years on the
eleven, and is a student of dentistry.
ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M.
Bicycle racing has lost none of its
old time popularity. The attendance
at the preliminary events in New
Officers and Director".
York was the largest in the history
JOSHVA S. RAYNOLD8
of the racing game In Gotham.
President
EARLY ADJOURNMENT
M. W. FLOURNOY- Tlce President
IS ALMOST CERTAIN.
FRANK McKEB
The latest college to talk of drop,
,.
Cashier
Mr. Kooseveit will get the credit of
R. A. FROST
ping foot hall unless the rules are
.'
Assistant Cashier
a victory, uf course; and there is
H. F. RAYNOLD3
modified is Northwestern. At a meetDirector
his
ing of the trustees many or the worst none will deny that, much credit ishowdue.
it is nut Mr. Roosevelt,
features were attacked. Final action ever,
.
U. B. DEPOSITORY.
who has pumnieled the senate
will be taken on the matter after the
Had
into a state of complaisance.
holidays.
,
Authorised Capital
it. not boon for an almost unanimous
$500,000.
Boston is going to get into the public opinion back of him, he would
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
$250,OOO.0
fighting game this winter. Clubs are have been as helpless as a babe
being organized with a convenient
the trained and seasoned manipDepository f,or Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company
and elastic membership role that ulators of the senate inner circle.
as
through
is
question
successfully
the
the
should
railroad rate
If
drive
loophole in the law that permits of happily disposed of as now seems
likely, the session may he unusually
private clubs holding six round boxlong.
ing bouts.
short instead of unusually
Speaker Cannon has fixed upon June
Champion Jeffries weighs close on 1st as a desirable .time for adjournto 260 pounds, ami at the present ment, and thinks the business cuu be
)
ratio ')f increase he should tip the wound up by that )ate. The speaker
scales at 300 pounds within two years. is an expert on legislative schedules,
Farm life is agreeing with the big and his belief that the work can be
fellow, and the enthusiasts who have finished iy the end of May is enOF ALBUQUERQUE
lieen trying to coax him back into the titled to most respectful considerawas asked.'
ring have given up the task as hope- tion. The only obstacle is possible
less.
obstruction of some kind in the sen- ENEMY OF FREE SEEDS
FOOLISHLY PROMINENT
ate.
CAPITAL .
The fighting game is a funny busi.........1100,000.00
Representation
Morris Sheppard,
ness. Tommy Ryan was signed up TARIFF REVISION WILL
DEPOSITS
$$80,000.0
youthful and exubrant member of
the
to manage Marvin Hart, and now
NOT PROLONG SESSION. the house from the Kirst Texas disJack Curley has been engaged to
It Is well understood that, when au trict,
the
and implacable
We hav flad a very satisfactory growth since tis eaUbllshmeat
manage Marvin Hart and Tommy adjournment day is in sight, the pres- foe ofis free relentless
seeds for the American
of our bask. If you are not one of our customer, we ahoula Ilk
Ryan. A manager for Hart, Ryan ident will send a tariff revision mes- farmer.
In the hist consought
He
an opportunity to show yon our superior facilities.
and Curley will probably be next In sage to congress. The program is gress l so amend the agricultural
order. It takes nine tailors to make "to file It for future reference." and appropriation bill as to cut out the
0
at man.
Can nine managers make a the message will not, therefore, have seed allowance. His vole was the
O. N. MARRON. President. D. A. McPHERSON. Tie PreaUes.
chaiupwin oiit of this bunch?
any serious bearing on the question only one in support of the amendJ. B. HBRNDON, Cashier. ROY McDONALD, AMletaat Cashier.
0
adjournment. The bouse democrats ment.
The New Orleans turf war is taking of
a good many pretexts to talk
will
find
He
early
bright
comes
forward
and
on a tinge of the picturesque. Kree tariff revision bet ween no v ,ini next
in the present session
with a new
admission tickets t" the tracks are June,
IOOO
but their oratory will not lu- - melhod of attack. A bill introduced
leaves on I lie banks of the Vallom-lirosthe
with the business of
by Mr. Sheppanl provides that each
hundreds of horses are still lerlete
dispatches
press
person who receives the seeds shall
house. Whenever the
coming, the purses are liberal, the announce
aVJatvaStvaWSaii'al
lliui a tariff debate is report the result of their planting
lietting large, untl as the horses
"OLD
conRELIABLE"
accepted
as
it can bo
ESTABLISHED 1878 I
to the Department of Agriculture, and
run true to form the ring raging, thai
not
the house has time
that all these reports shall be pub
follower get some show for their clusive
0
L.
for the actual transaction of lished as a public document, for the
Y
coin.
There Is little likelihood of a needed
business.
enlightenment anil eilificallon of the
compromise.
be
legislation
tinimportant
to
All
American farmer. Should the bill beEastern sports put little faith in j enacted at this session will he per- come law. the capacity of the Governhave
the
and
will
ment printing office will have to be
the claim that McGovern and Nelson fected in committee
Ja
eh
will meet at rhiladelphia early next final uvownicnt of the house rulers increased about a hundred fold, ami
of
subejet
the
year. Nelson is making il,f00 a before it ever becomes
new paper mills would have to be
Grain
keepway
debate.,
by
public
.lust
of
erected right away.
week on the stage, and he would be
ing
"Uncle
humor,
good
"boys"
his
in
The Keep Commission will get Mr.
foolish ie ia s it up for a chance
Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries Q
to le defeated by McGovern. Nelson Joe" lets thtn talk when there is no Sheppard if ho don't look out.
y Carries the LarcPFt am! inMoat
the Souttiwtist.
arguments
possible
chance that their
would have little to gain in such a
fight, while lie would lose every bit can influence the final result. This WASHINGTON WANTS
PAGEANT
INAUGURATION
of his prestige should he be de- prevents discontent and furnimhes
FARM AND
eloquence for home consumption. So
Citizens of Washington are naturfeated.
way.
when the house Is talking tariff, ally much interested In the agitation
Albuquerque Business College Opens
,
Now t hat General Nelson A. Miles, therefore. Just remember that Speaknow raging to havo less display in FOR SALE A
ALBUQUERUE. N. M. Q
Monday, September 4, 1905.
V. S. A., retired, has written a series er Cannon and his lieutenants are off connection with the inauguration of
shotgun; bran new;
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman
or articles declaring foot ball "brutal, In some secluded committee room de- future presidents, and to have connever has been used: one of the ship,
Eng
Shorthand, Typewriting,
degrading and deadly." It is In order ciding which measures shall and gress appropriate whatever money Is
best makes. Call at The Citizen of- iish, Spanish and Mechanical Draw
for Mr. Hurry Up" Yost or some of which shall not pass and that the necessary to cover the cost of these
fice for particulars.
his kind io dash off a few stirring public fireworks have no real sig- simpler Inaugurations. They are very FOR SALE Cheap, one or two good Ing.DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
That's all the price of the stamp
paragraphs on flamboyant militarism nificance.
willing hat congress should foot the
saddle ponies and one gentle family
For particulars, call or address
as exemplified in peacock uniforms,
congress
never more than the price of two 2
disposed,
so
bills, if
feels
driving horse; also to trade, a
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
and why .Miles stayed at home when PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD
wagon. Ap
but they don't 'cotton" much to the
rig for
Secy.
R.
STOLL,
O.
cents or 4 cents. You know what.
CUTS OFF FREE PASSES. idea that there should be less disShafter swung in his hammock under
ply at Highland livery barn.
A
Library building. East Railroad aveThe president's message was pub- play at inauguration time.
a Cuban sky. General Miles should
that means these chilly mornings and
P'OR SALE Cuttings
Tokay, Zin- - nue.
have been on the alert for a low lished in the newspapers of Wedsnes-da- y
Though it would have the world be.
grapes
Chnshing
fantel
of
and
the
cool evenings we're having.
POSTAGE
morning which senators and rep- lieve it blase and unstirred by the
tackle.
ASSAYERS.
rarest varieties and best vines also
resentatives read, but it wasn't the strains of martial music, Washington
the finest Belgian hares, at 1112
COLLINS,
The assembly room was crowded message which caused them to con- - dearly loves the sight of marching
CORBET
.
STAMP
High street.
United
Civil and Mining Engineers.
Ilttle groups. The soldiers and all the pomp and circumwit h students. On the front seals fer in gloomy
were the members of the victorious cause of their woe was a dispatch stances of militant, display. Tho cap-HLOST.
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
Vo
ASSAYERS
foot ball nam. Prof. Yeldah was dis- under Philadelphia date which anfox terrier;
would lie a dreary waste without LOST A
coursing on the evils of foot ball: nounced that tile Pennsylvania rail- these quadrennial exhibitions.
white all over except a yellow spot East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
"I am sorry to see the game," he said, road company bail decided to disconHEAT
RAILROAD TICKETS.
on bead. Liberal reward will be
A FATAL MISTAKE.
"has deteriorated. The charge of pro- tinue all formy of free transportation,
paid for return to Warren Graham.
Rates.
Cut
fessionalism is heard. It is said bru- - ii being inude plain that senators and
For educed rates lo and from all
H
'hey can lie had at this price t'ne
A
FOUND.
s are prominent anion
It Often Made by the Wisest of Albutality is practiced in the mass play, j representai
points, go to Paulsen's Association
querque
many
People.
those who will h;ie to pay cash lo
FOCNI Two keys attached together Rialroad ticket office. Railroad tickets
demand should be great it is great.
The paid coach Is blamed for
It's a fatal mistake to neglect hack- with cord. Owner ran secure same bought, sold and exchanged.
of the evils. I understand a number travel after January 1st.
ROOM
by calling at this otlice anil paying
too bad. ache.
A FEW FEET OF GAS
That was b, el enough;
A deof accidents have occurred.
symptom
conof
Backache is the first
for this notice.
mand is being made for a modification in fait, but tlie siuii! dispatch
i
kidney
ills.
WILLING HELPERS.
This means a warm loun in a lew
of the rules. You. young gentlemen tained he furihcr announcement that
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
Serious complications follow.
other mails wci likely to follow luc
What's the use of a helper, if V
who have won victories on the gridry small expense no
minutes at a
city
TOEXCHANGE
Good
improved
is
Willingness
cure
what
Kidney
willing?
I'eiisj
them
Doan's
Pills
lvania. Think
he isn't
iron arc still covered with ndhesive lead of the
L.
property
lots.
for
T.
tT
vacant
alt.
will
from
promptly.
mean
statesmen
to
ample
the
mantle which
it would
plaster and exude the odor of
an
shivering and no colds. Gas llea't's
300 South Broadway.
s
rule
Ikui't delay until too late.
most cover all the sins of serv- - sT
Several of you are known to Pacific coasts were the
in all sizes at very small prices.
I
some
It
TO
EXCHANGE
It
effective;
Rright's
generally
is
advertiseI
Hut
have
become diabetes
Ice.
a classified
Until
me personally, but have been unable to become
randies
to trade for city property. T. L.
to recognic you as you are ntjw true, of course, that a generous con- disease.
ment In The Evening Citizen is a sT
McSpadden, ::mi South Broadway.
willing helper that is not only
Read what an Albuquerque citizen
adorned. I have the word of Coach gress allows Its own members four
The Albuquerqua Gas, Electric Light & Power Company
absolutely competent, but also is if
Yost that the game has lost, much of cell a a mile for traveling expenses, says:
McSPADDEN
The exchange man.
Mrs. .1. H. Smith, of 115 Huning avea willing worker. It works all
Its invigorating Interest. Coach Held and that it doesn't cost iheiu much
See him for business exchanges.
300 South Hroadway.
the time for you. It is the best
tells me the rules should he modified more than half that much for rail nue, wife of J. H. Smith deputy sher- T have had backache for a
by eliminating the number of subs on road fare, hut that doesn't make it iff. says:
and most economical publicity in at
Why John is Uuoted.
I
understand that anv easier. In the past, those who .month so severe that every move- the side lines.
the world.
Among those w no are profu ,e in
Quarterback Stevenson of Pennsyl- traveled on passes were aide lo make ment I made hurt, and I never knew
WE FILL
vania favors a development of the a clean pickup of their mileage allow- the moment by the slightest strain on their compliments lor the Signal is
Furious Fighting.
short arm punch in I he scrimmage ance.
;the muscles of the back brought a John 1. Lindsay. Ho knows a good " '
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
For seveu years." w rites George
It will be itiletes'ing to watch the twinge that could only be described as paper when he reads it, and Insists
as an inetntive to greater freedom of
NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE
I
s
Hoffman, of Harper. Wash., I
rule mi the at- cxcruciai inn
went Into a city thai it is among tlie number of bis W.
action. I hear several colleges have clfc of the
with chronic-stomacbattle,
We take the liberty of had a bitter
abandoned the game. I also favor iis titude uf congress towards ihe rail- (Inn? stole for Doan's Kidney pills, and necessities.
203 W. Railroad Ave.
At Consisttnt Prices
and liver trouble, but at last
took them. The remedy stopped the making reference to Jonn. as an auabolishment in th,. months inclusive roads. Tlie iviinsvlvania railroad
thority,
by
tbe
my
we
1
I
u
annoyance.
won
command
diseases
I
because
think
cured
1.
All
and
tln
no
he
to
knows.
lo
able
then
lias
Since
have
had
November
from December
use of Electric Hitters. I unhesitatmajority of votes in both senate necessity to use Doan's Kidney Pills Saliin ville (O.) Signal.
those who favor such abolishment of
ingly recommend them to all, nnd
game
aye. Contrary, and house, whenever it really needed nor any oilier medicine for aching
answer
will
the
A Fearful Fate.
don't Intend in the future to be withno. I am pleased to note that the dethe vois. nud free transportation has across the small of the back."
DCJ
.1.
Ii is a fearful futi to have to enout them In the house. They are
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cision is unanimous. Let us all rise played no small part in enabling il
AND
dure
CHICAGO
LUMBER
medicine,
to
piles.
NATiVK
Foster-Milburterrible
the
wonderful
certainly
torture
"I
a
of
to
Co.,
sing."
ibis
Buffalo,
influence.
cents.
N.
moral
and
eeit
say," writes Henry have cured such a bad case as mine."
It has been the occasion of no little Y., sole agents for the United States. can truthfully
fc'HERM
PAINT
BUILDING
Always
PAPER
remark a' the cnpitol Ibis week that1 Remember the name Doan's
and olsoii. of Masonville, Iowa, "that for Sold under guarantee to do the same
REPAIR 8HOP.
Covers more, looks best, wears stock. Plaater, Lime, Cement,
HMnd Hleeding, Itching and Protruds
for you. by all druggists, at Guc a
Ihe
62
older was issue. I inline- - take no other.
longest, most economical, full
ing I'ibs, liucklin's Arnica Salve Is bottle. Try them today.
a
Stoves repaired and set up; furni diaiely ntier it In came practically
I'a'tit, Glass, Sash Doors, etc.
measure.
pi
in voi r glass to keep be best cure made. Also best for
tare get up aud crated for shipment. ci iihiii thai a railroad rate bill would
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
More than one member OC T THE COLD. SEE HUDSON, cuts, burns aud injuries; 25c at all
be enacted
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
FIRST 8TREET AND COAL AVE.
Rear of Walton's drug store.
druir.vs's
'Ve news.
fell quite aggrieved, on the score that THE PAINTER.
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MILLER'S CYCLONES

'XPO

AGAIN VICTORIOUS

School of Mines Team of
Socorro Badly Walloped
by College Boys:
SCORE

THE

TO

30

WAS

una nflisaaeywc

0

ONE OF OUR THREE REASONS MADE PUBLIC

Special Correspondence.

s
Again
Hark. Dec.
howling
carried off the honors In the
foot ball game this afternoon, by a
core of 30 to 0. The game was
played between the college team and
the team from the School of Mines
at Socorro. The Socorro team had a
little the U'st of it In weight, but not
very much, and they played good,
liaril ball. They knew the game, but
it was of no avail against the college'!
wonderful system of defense and at-

Mesilla

.

Mil-ler'-

.

d

tack.

e

n

5 itBTM 'Mdditftitm- - Highland.
We still have two more good reasons for withdrawing all
unsold lots from the market, for a time, after January 1st.

five-yar-

PAL0MAS

AVENUE

RAILROAD

to be discontinued as soon as workmen can change the yards.
No more disagreeable waits or danger in crossing the tracks
going to and from the

to play two
At first it waa
minute halves. The aiter-noowas very cloudy and it grew
dark earlier than usual, and on account, "of the approaching darkness,
by mutual consent,
he captains,
made the Becond half fifteen minutes
in length. At the rate the college
Uys were gaining ground on each
play, the score would have been '50
to 0, or more, had the lull time been
played.
For the Mines team, Hubbard,
Kirchman and Murray play great ball.
.Kvery man on the college team played
bis usual star game.
This game closed the college season and the team has not been scored on. altholtgh it had a close shave
in the 'varsity game on Thanksgiving
Day. The team has piled up a score
of 128 points to none, during the year.
Officials were C. D. Case, referee: L.
V. Case, umpire; Edelham and Vernon, timers; Mitchell, head lineman;
Wallace Baird and Ernest Winters
line.
held the
wenty-flv-

ACROSS

SWITCHING

ALL

CHIEF
MINE ALL RIGHT

Better Buy This

AND BE.
HAS BEEN
ING WORKED WITH GOOD

The Palomas Chief Mining company of Socorro county has encountered a large body of high grade silver ore in the main tunnel in the
Palomas Chief mine at Hermosa. The
tunnel cut the ore two hundred feet
below the old workings and nine hundred feet from the tunnel entrance.
The character of the ore is argentlte,
Impregnated with native silver. The
associate minerals are galena,
and sphalerite.
The mine has produced over half
a million In the past. The recent developments warrant the prediction
that its production will again rival
its former record.
Hermosa was one of the best camps
,in the territory some fifteen years
ago but gradually declined with silver
after 1893. For several years past it
lias been a typical "dead mining
camp." The present owners are systematically prospecting the property.

ifflonth

$125, $150, $200 per 50 foot

at Present Prices arid Terms
$10

Lot-- Only

SURETY INVESTMENT

chal-copyrl- te

CLAIMS TO HAVE BEEN
HELD UP AND ROBBED.

ft M;

At Thoreaeu by . a Well Known and
Wealthy Ranchman.
Early this week a Mexican came to
t'.allup from Thoreau and told the local officers that he had been held up
JUKI robbej by a
well known and
wealthy rancher who lives near Thor-'!isays the Gallup Republican. The
officers are not Inclined to put much
faith in the charge of the Mexican as
the men be names are law abiding
citizens and would not be likely to
take, money from a poor native by
means of a
and Winchester. Up to date no warrants have
ren Berved. and unless more tangible
evidence can be produced no nrrests
are apt to be made.

CO.,

I JANUAKY
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Down, Balance $1 per Week

Owners
NtXl

D. K. B.

SELLERS

Office Manager

WE. iVIUVE TQ THE NEW

STAAB

BUILDING

u,

STOCK

REDUCTION MUST BE FORCED TO CONFORM

WITH OUR NEEDS

er

As the work of removal is a big undertaking, and to perfect a system that will successfully meet this great emergency we must greatly,
reduce our choice and most
stock. Under these circumstances we are obliged to cut deep jnto the prices. Especially for the
Holiday Shoppers this is the most favorable opportunity for money-savin- g
in buying useful Christmas Presents, such as Rugs, Curtains,
Portieres, Couch and Table Covers, Bed Sets, Pillow Shams, Scarfs,
Sofa Pillows, Cushions, Lambrequins, Blankets, Comforts, Household
Linens, Etc. Visit our store and keep posted on the things being
done during this Removal Sale.

LONGINO'S FATHER COMES
ON FROM LOUISIANA.
Dr. H. M. I.ongino. of Minima. La.,
wnd formerly
of .lacksboro, Texas,
who has been in Santa Fe a few days

up-to-da- te

on legaal business, went south to
yesterday noon and will remain
in Torrance county for some little
time. The doctor is the father of the
young man who recently shot and
killed Davidson, and who was admitted to bail in the sum of $1,500,
after an examination of the case by
the Justice of the peace at Estancia,

a

A. H.

darnel t.

-
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drawing to a close, with a record of twenty death up to Saturday, December
The foot hall season
badly injured, some of whon are reported dying, and others maimed for life.

THE TEA PENALTY.
A

Strong Man's Experience.

Writing from a bnsy railroad town
wife of an employe of one of the
ureiit roads says:
' My husband is a railroad man who
has oeeu so much benefited by the
use of I'ostum Food Coffee that he
wishes nio to express his thanks to
you for the good you have done him.
Mia waking hours are taken up with
his work, and ho has no time to write
himself.
"He has been a great tea drinker
ill his life and lias always liked It
strong.
"Tea has of late years, acted on him
like morphine dot s upon most people.
At tii st it soothed him, but only for
an hour or so, then it be.an to affect
bis nerves to such an extent that he
oulj not sleep at niht. and he would
jo to his work in the morning wiv'.ch-- d
and miserable from the loss of
rest. This condition grew constantly
worse, until his friends persuaded him
tome four months ago, to quit teu
and use I'ostum.
"At first lie lined I'ostum only for
breakfast, nut as he liked the taste
of it, and It somehow seemed to do
eim good, he added it to his evening
Then, as he grew better, he
meal.
began to drink it for his noon meal,
and now he will drink nothing else
at table.
"His condition is so wonderfully
improved during these four months
that he could not be hired to give up
i'ostum and go back to tea.
Ilia
:ei ves have become steady and reliable once more, and bis sleep Is easy,
natural an. I refreshing.
He owes it
to I'ostum for he has taken no
made no other change
Medicine an
His brother. who was
in his diet
very nervon.- - from
was persuaded to give up the coffee
and use I'ms'umi. nti.l lie also, has recovered bis health and Htrungth."
Name given ny Post um Co., lialtle
ITeek, Mi.il.
TIh'tv s a reason. Head the little
tol:. Ti e Koad to Wellville," in
Jkgs.

the

coffee-dnnUVu-

s,

I

and

ALBUQUERQUE CONTRACTOR
DOING THINGS AT SANTA FE
MORGAN
SECURES
TRACTS FOR SIX NEW
IN
INGS
THE ANCIENT CITY.
A. 1.. Morgan, one ofAlhuquerqite s
most prominent contractors and builders, is doing things at Santa Fe, if
are true.
A
ouple of months ago Mr. Morcnu
secured a contract, for thj largest
business block to be put up in the An
cient City in years.
Work on this
buildini; is well under way. New Mr.
Morgan secures contracts for four
new residences, eaen to cost in the.
neighborhood of $2.fiUO. These houses
will be built of brick. Two are to be,
built for C. (). I.uckenbach, and two;
are to be built by I.uckenbacli and PK. Knight.
Mr. Morgan also has under way at:
Hersch.i
Santa Fe, a residence for
a, grain buyer of that place.
A.

2,

150

L.

CONBUILD-

c

-

GALLUP VOTES FOR
WATER BONDS.
of that Town Voted to
Taxpayer
Raise Funds to Sink Well.
The citizens of Gallup did what was
expected they voted for a water supply sufficient for the needs of the city.
says the Republican.
Tuesday tiiej
bond election was held and w lit n the,
votes were counted It was found out
of Tti to 7 were for the bonds and
water. J. C. Spears and Rev. ilugget'
acted as election clerks .'The election
passi d off very quietly, the voteisi
went to the s)ls pud cns'lni; their
votes, went about thuir regular busi- Very little if any cieeuobeer-iii',- r
in ss.
wis d nie. Those who were for!
the measure cast their individual
votes and did little talking and the
very few who were against it did t lie
same, and from the talk in front of
the voting places It was impossilj'e to
tell what the result would be.

COMING

EVENTS

'

FOUR DAYS ANDNGIHTS

DESLiRT
ON THE
lieceiiiber 14 Conceit, given by the
I.yrte Male quirt et, under the auspices
of the Socialist local.
THE DREADFUL EXPERIENCE Or
December 16 "Mahara Minstrels."
A WILCOX,
ARIZONA. CATTLE22
liecenil.er
Frederick
Wade.
MAN.
"Manilet," matinee. "Julius Caesar,"
evening stibjei-tDrs. K. li. Crepin and It. A. Aiton,
December 2o 'Hooliann In New who are attending John (iilnian, tlie
Vork."
Wilcox cattleman at the hospital,
Ileeember 2" "Ilins Hanson."
stated that they believed he would
recover from his illness caused by
Clear the Way.
exisuie on the desert tor four days
says the
is and ngilits without food,
The mission cf "F.ariy
to clear, the way and give Nature full 'I lie..,,! Ci' iZell.
sway. These famous little pills rid
Oilman was brought in last evening
the stomach and bowels of all putrid by I'ndet sheriff Henry Myers in an
matter, thus removing the causes of automobile. He was 'oiniil bv some
headache, cons'ipation. sallow com- native wood haulers l iug on the desplexion, etc. DeWIU'a Little Early ert about nine mile; . aitlieast of TucRisers nevtr gripe or sicken. A Fafe, son and when the oi'icers learned this
pleasant, perfect pill. Mack Hamilton, lust evening tliev immediately went
hotel clerk aN Valley City, N. D.. after the fletiieniel cattleman In an
says: "Two bottles of these Famous automobile.
Pills cured me of chronic conGive Your Stomach Pest.
stipation." Sold by all druggists.
Nothing will cure indigestion that
Fort lUiyard, N. M., December ft, doesn't digest the food. Itself, and
i;ui". Sealed proposals, in triplicate, Kive the stoinactt rest. Vou can't
that a weak stomach will regain
for furnishing material and constructing Commissary Root House here, its s'reiiKth and get well when it is
compelled to do the full work that a
will bo received until 11a. m., DecemVou
ber 28. l'Jua, and then opened. In- sound btomach should do.
horse to Ret
formation furnished on application. wouldn't expect a si'-well when it is compelled to do a full
V. S. reserves right to accept or reject any or all pnijioHals or any part day's work every day of the week.
Ko lol Dyspepsia Cure is a perfect
thereof. Envelope containing proposals should be endorsed "Proposals
and digests th food regard-le.-,of the condition of your stomach.
for Commissary Root House," adSour
dressed to Captain S. I'. Vestal, Q:nr. Kelieves Inrllirrst ion. lieichini?.
Stomach, and ail stomach disorder-- .
For Cracked Hands.
by
Sold
all drueiuis's.
RuiiKh skin ami craeUi-hands arej
my cured t.y He Witt s Hazel
nor.
MiH ANO WuMEf,
Salve, but an occasional aj,; llra'ioti
' 1.
i t r T.(..iiiirt4
' - '
- e,!.ei..i. .t.. I. i.
to d.,i
vvi.i keej,
t
he akin
ard mooth. 9 f 'li. I .....
..
Res'
i
I'.dls.
Kee'iia. Cut". I'
The k,et,uiie De'.V:" i Witch
I laze!
Sjlie affoi.is :m :i:e ii.i'e relief
in all forms of Wind. 1M e Una. Itch-Saiiiitf and I f r ti
a I'i! s.
bv al
Uruggists.
Ki.-tr- s'

J 305 West Railroad Avenue
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we can guarantee

ELEVATED SCENIC FIRST
PART STRONG SECOND
PART.

Vaudeville Novelties
JOLLY COMEDIANS.
I.OOKI.Nfr COLORED tilltl.S,
THAT SINO UEAL'TlrT'I.l.V.

tlOOD
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An Xmas
would be too bad if you
should take your girl out for a dri
and your w heel came off or your gear-in- n
gave out in any way. Be prepared
for the merry Yuletlde by having your
carriuge overhauled and put in good
condition. It won't cost you much
and ,. 11 make your mind easy for the,
HreaUdown

wiiite--

style in,. i

111

II CLASS

ORCHESTKA.

STREET PARADE
l oin ert at
1'rlee.- - f,oe,

i

.to p
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AT NOON

in

,( and II.
Seats on sale Ft May, Dciciuher

15

We will do it
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in

nrst-clas-

pionipt order.

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

Dancing That Is Graceful.
Refreshing Coon Songs.
DM! MKKItV .IINCI.IC IN TDK
ENTIRE I'EKEORMANCE.

'

Mmiber of lioard of O)toinelry
Examiners.

GRAND

Olio and Pleasing

$

all glasses prescribed by us.

Dcbbcr Optical Co.
C;1r'3

BIG

Avenue

WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES

tor the reason that

Minstrel Carnival

k

ft

16th

SATURDAY,
DECEMBER

305 West Railroad
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MEL1NI & EAKIN

Who'esale

ilqw

CO.
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and CUar Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C.
'u!skies, Moel A
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. I.o s A. H C. Uoheuiian and
I
Jo. Schiitz Milwaukee llottled Beers,- a:.
tiers and distributors
o' the Alavarado Whiskey. Write fo- our lllusirateii Catalogue and
i'ri e List. Automatic Telephone, 139. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street. Albuquerque, New Mexho.
v
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W. 8. STRICKLER

President

conTo a student of history, the
vincing tluit Russia is alut to bo launched upon n revolution, the bloodshed and horror of which will equal It
they do not exeeed tho appalling Iteign of Terror which
France knew In the last halt of the eighteenth century.
Appreeiatlng the tact, the New Mexican says truly:
"There is not a feature of 179 that is larking in Russia
A weak monarch making concession wncn tncy
today.
re too late, a frivolous aristocracy demanding firmness
when flrmuesa is lmjxissilile, a tricky minister trying to
play both ends against the middle, a crowd of doctrinaires
who think that the conlry can be saved by a parliament,
a disintegrates army pelting ready to Join tho open
revolutionist a, and finally tho peasants burning the cas-tle- a
and seizing the lands of the great proprietors."
There Is an equally marked simihirlty In the preA nobility rolling In
ceding and producing conditions.
wealth and debauchery, and a church arrogant and
bigoted, neither of which paid taxes; the midmo classes
In trade and manufacture, taxed almost out of existence;
the educated reviling government, church and nobility
alike; the peasants actually on the extreme verge ot
The lover of his race, while deploring the
starvation.
excesses that came in Prance and apparently are about
to come in Russia, can but wish that the new Russia
may emerge from the fires of purification, benefited and
rejuvenated as France emerged from her Reign of Terror. The old regime was swept away, and with It went
tho old and unchangable nobility; but the new France
waa born a land of liberty and where the people almost
universally own the lands on which they live and labor.

Chi-

cago: "It is a tragedy that the rich man can borrow
hundreds of thousands for 3 per cent and the poor man is
Nevertheless it Is a tragedy
forced to pay 3(10 per cent."
It Is one of the features
In real life constantly enacted.
of our society. To equalize conditions It ought to be so
that the poor man could lorrow as cheaply as the rich
Hut under our system interest rales are based
man.
Thepoor man has but little credit nnd he
on credit
must pay for the lack.
And if he lacks credit he must have collaterals.
The poor
some tangible property to back up his loan.
Perhaps all he has Is comprised
man lacks collaterals.
And when he goes
In a few sticks of cheap furniture.
to borrow on this meager showing the loan agent, deIf the
mands a big interest In order to cover the risk.
loan agent Is a shark he demands a rate which amounts
The tender
to confiscation of the poor nian's goods.
mercies of the loan shark are cruel.
Some day philanthropists will turn their attention
to the poor man's need and found loan ollices, especially
in the cities where the need in pressing, at which the
worthy poor may borrow modest sums at a reasonable
rate of Interest. There could be no belter fictd for busi- Hut some of the European countries
noiis philanthropy.
The pawn shops are run by
have found a wiser way.
the government, to the mutual advantage of the govern
ment and the poor.

Every Mem do Mis Dtaty

The cause of Joint statehood is making rapid
This is
In both New Mexico and Arizona.
by the tact that such towns' as Albuquerque, Oal- lup, Santa Fe, Raton. Silver City. Farmington, and others
have either sent to Washington large and emphatic peti
tions approving Jointure, or they have taken official action
by their governing boards, or they have, as In many
In Arizona, even, petltious are
Instances, done liolh.
being sent to congressmen; and It is coming to be generally admitted lhat the sentiment there Is so rapidly
changing that already a majority of the people favor
Joint statehood.
l
But the friends of statehood must not grow, weary
movement continue.
in well doing. Let the
Sign more peitious.
Let the governing ImmIIcs of other
towns take action.
But let the friends of jointure also
Kach should write a personal letter
art individually.
to any member of congress whom he may know or whose
names may be obtained by addressing
The Citizen.
Preferably, republican should write to republican members and democrats to democratic members.
Let your
letters be short but to the point, urging' the passage ot
the statehood bill. This is not much, either us tax upon
your tim or your means; but t may prove of Incalculable benefit to you and to your children after you.
.

Proposal
Prais worthy
Boyd, of Las Crnocs, has written
K- -

two

communications jnent hl generous proposal, made to the
national irrigation r.ongress, which convened In Kl Paso
in November, 19u4. One Is addressed 'o H. H. Holt, president of the Elephant Itutte Water Jlsers' association .of
New Mexico, and Hie other is addressed to Felix Martinez, president of the El J'aso Water Users" association
of Texas.
In both of these Ir, Boyd repeals and emphasizes
the statements made by' him, both at El Paso and Ia"
Cruces, of his willingness, on behalf of the defendants,
to have dismissed the suit involving the Uulted States
pud his company a to the prior rights of nis company
to tionntruet the Elephant Butte irrigation ytem.
The
suit referred to has been in existence for many years
and has post inuoh money tu both parties to the milt.'Tbg proposal ot pr. Boyd itt a remarkably generous
one and evidently dictated alone by a publlo spirit which
finds Us only reward in the good of his community. This
altogether unusual manifestation of public spirit was
fully dwelt upon by the press of Kl Paso and this city,
when It was first made public, a little more than a year
ago.

Denver nn8 the

Oppose

North

American.

Police Hear

E1U

is !o be turned Into a
According to reports,
When the warm winds of the
city or purple next July.
day meet the cooling breezes from the mountains in the
evening, the city at the foot of the Rockies will be one
mighty sea of purple.
The state of Colorado, the city of lVnver, the park
boards, th owners of private parks and Hardens, and the
entire city of Denver in fact, will raise purple Mowers m
Nature will
honor of the reunion of the B. P. . Elks.
be used in making every lawn bloom with purple flowers.
Owners or managers of office buildings will unite won
the teuants in having potted plauts in windows. Add. d
to this will be one of the finest electrical displays ever
seen In the country, along with the bunting aud flag
Thousands of dollars will be expended ou this
display.
line alone, and already the florists are working overtime,
preparing seeds and plants for the first big demand.

At the end of forty years Col
John It. Ilurd, of Colorado, has just learned Hiai he was
I lie
brevet ted brigadier general by President Lincoln.
honor is discovered late, but time has added to the rea
Col. Ilurd was one of the
sons for Its appreciation.
first to apply the tunnel method of escaping from a mili
He had the good fortune to gei our ot
tary prison
Llbby by digging an underground route, and to reaeii
the poiomae saf'dv after a week of niylil marches w HI t

The president asks congress to give the Inler.-ta- t o
Commerce Commission power 10 direct the manner and
form In which railroad accounts shnll be kept, and to
inspect the accounts at Its pleasure.
No wonder the companies are vehemently against
the president!
If the secrets of some railroad book
keeping could be revealed, we should probably have dis
closures by the side of which tho life Insurance revelations In New York would seem like the Innocent games
of a kindergarten . The railroad history in the I'nited
States is largely a history of crime; and many a line reputation would be tarnished if it could bo read in large
letters by public examination of accounts.
One of tho crimes most frequently perpetrated is to
use the power of the common carrier to help one shipper
This Rocketo destroy the business of other shippers.
feller method of plrncy has nourished for many years:
If congress
and it is in operation at the present time.
aid.!
in
mau
bold
the WMte
and
duty,
the
shall do Its
House will stop It, and for good and all.
The house almost asWill congress do its duty?
Despite the fact that the represntativos
suredly will.
have their pockets stuffed with unlawfully issued passes,
and that every man of them In accepting passes has accepted a retainer from the companies, we believe the
house will adopt such a bill as the president and the
people want.
The next congressional election is but a
year away, and there are few representatives who like
to think of facing an angry constituency In September
and October of next year.
There plt
The obstruction will be in the senate.
dozens of the representatives of the railroad companies.
There is Chauneey Depew, with the money of the Equitable policy holders In his pocket nnd the ensign of the
There sits
New York Central railroad on his front.
Thomas C. Piatt, of the United States Express company,
and
and Foraker, of Ohio, a railroad-ridde- n
There sit many other men who owe their presslate.
ence in the lofticBt legislative body In the world to corporation Influence, and who will serve the corporations
first and the people last.
The senate will be reluctant and recalcitrant and
The whole,
ugly; but, sooner or later, it must surrender.
nation is behind the president; a nation that has borne
with the insolence and brigandage of the transportation
companies until the wrong has become actually Intolerable. The American people intend to bring the railroads
into subjection to law, and to have fair play the absolute rue; and as they are stronger than the companies,
they will surely win In the long run.
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Lesson to be

"Rumors"

but

Receive no Formal

IT MATTERS NOT HOW MANY CHRISTMAS GIFTS A MAN MAY RECEIVE. HE WILL ALWAYS
HE EXPECTING SOMETHING VERY HANDSOME IN THE WAY OF

Complaints.
MEN

LIQUOR

ARE

A

SORE

Indirect lv, he police are hearing
complaints nl.iMve to enfraciures of
the Sundav evise laws. A howl ha
been sent r; Ming out from one pair
of lungs, vhich seems to he gather
ing forco bs it prognose
from ot'ner
malcontents, until the air seems to be
filled with ri"s of "stop them, or else
let us sell."
The origin of the complaint can be
traced to a certain saloon keeper.
Whether what he says Is authentic Is
not known, for the reason that neither
he nor I hose who have echoed his
belief, nave e. n fit to appear V'fore
the authorities
and lodge C complaint.
Chief McMillin said this morning
that he had heard of these "rumors."
"I know of no places that avo selling!
liquor on Sunday. If these parties are!
to positive that, saloon keepers nre
violating the law, wily don't they file
a complaint. We are here to enforce
tho law, hut we can do no'hing
we have evidence to work on."
Tho polic(! heard from an unotllclal
e of the hotels was fursource that
nishing liquor to Its guests in he din-Inroom, but whether the management hasn't the right to so pet .s a
question not clear in tho minis of
many.

Christmas Tie

DON'T DISAPPOINT HIM.
WB HAVE A BEAUTIFUL, LINE OF CHRISTMAS NECKWEAR, IN EVERY
SHAPE AND STYLE
THAT IS CORRECT.
MANY OF THE SILKS AND SHATES ARE CONFINED TO US FOR THIS LOCALITY AND CANNOT
PR FOUND ELSEWHERE.
WE HAVE THE CHOICEST CREATIONS OF THE

Leading Neckwear Makers
THERE IS ONLY ONE PLACE IN TOWN TO HUY CHOICE NECKWEAR, AND THAT IS AT A
MAN'S STORE.
HE'LL" P.B SURE TO LIKE HIS TIE IF IT COMES FROM HERE, FOR WE LEAD THE TOWN IN
NECKWEAR, SILK" MUFFLERS, FANCY SUSTENDERS AND SILK HANDKERCHIEFS.

I

i

en-'ec-

M. MANDEIJU Fine c,othinS and Furnishing
toooo4oooooo ooooooooooooo oooooooo d
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Muisic sit Clhristaiisy

MARKET REPORT
Copper and Lead.
New York. Dec. 1 1. Copper, si l ong,
Lead, firm at $5.35 6.10.
New York Money Market.
New Y'ork, Dec. 11. Money on call,
strong at tilt 13 per cent. Prime mercantile paper, 5 6 per cent. liar silver, t53tc.

"

3"---

St. Louis Wool.
St. Iiiis, Dec. 11. Tile wool market was steady; territory and western
mediums, 2tl'(i o0c; line medium, '12'si'
20c; fine, 13fl21c.

.
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has been, since the celebration became a custom, one of Us most
celebrated features.
Every age has done its best to glorify with
melody this greatest of all festivals.
A visit to our store will show you that the present
century
has reached the highest point or perfection In musical instruments.
See and hear the beautiful CHICKERINQ BROS., BUSH
4
LANE, ELLINGTON, HOWARD, VICTOR, PRICE A TEEPLE, and
the many other makes of pianos exclusively sold by us in Lie
south wist.
Our prices and terms place musical instruments within the
reach of every home, no matter how humble.
The largest stock of VICTOR TALKING MACHINES
AND
RECORDS can bo seen and heard at

Kansas City Live Stock.
&.
Kansas City, Mo.. Doc. 11 Cattl- eReceipts, 1 3.(Mtn ; market steady; llic
lower;
THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS.
native steers, $3.3ui()t!.Oil ;
Established in 1900.
southern steers, $2.5(i(u4.50; southern
$2."nffj
cows,
j.oo; native cows and
heifers, $2.iki?i t.'Jii; stockers and feed
ers. $2..'nft4.tO; bulls, $2.003.5u;
NOTICE.
ralves, $;l.oii(fi tl.30; western steers,
176; western cows, $2.()03.7.':
13.00
Mr. L. C. Wymer, of Peabody, Kan..
Sheep Receipts, fi.000; market 10c
lower; muttons, $4.f)0(fi6.0n; lambs, will be in Albuquerque with a car load
cows In ten days.
0.25; of good Jersey
$5.50 7.S5; range wet hers,$3.50
Don't buy a cow before you see them.
ewes, $4.1ti'5.25.
Prices will be right. The cows can
be seen at lllueher's garden, old town,
NO TRUTH IN THE
on their arrival.
OTT YARN THIS M08MNG
New Tailor Shop.
A. J. Morelli, the well known tailor j
MORNING SHEET FOUND
NEWS
SCARCE AND EXAGGERATED AS has reopened a tailor shop on North
w
USUAL.
rirsi street, wneie ne m
clean, press and repair ladies' and
paper
morning
The
devoted a half gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
column,' almost, to a yarn which had Patronage of former customers solicit
as its subject one .John D. Ott, a ed.
youth arrested hero ami taken to San
Francisco charged with the theft of
Here's Your Chance.
$1,100 from a room-mat- e
there.
Victor Talking Machine Records reappears
It
that Ott Insists that
at Learnard & Lindemann's.
Policeman Jordan and himself hid the duced
ln-lrecords, formerly $1, now fiOc
booty while in Albuquerque. Several
"
$1.50, " $1.
records,
days ago Chief McMillin ordered a
Make your selections now.
policeman to go to Jordan's house and
spade tin the eround which served as
Notice to Families.
the flooring for a small shed on tne
We have just received a car load of
property. The morning paper mis- California Wines, which we are offerrepresented matters when it said that ing at prices that defy competition,
spading occurred Saturday and fla- both wholesale and retail.
These
grantly exaggerated matters when it goods comprise select Fort, Sherry,
claimed that the whole yard of the Angelica, Medlra, and Claret.
In
FURNITURE,
policeman was spaded up.
bulk and lottlod. Especial attention
IRON BEDS, BEDDING,
&
paid to family 'trade.
Baehech!
Mrs. Samuel Neustadt. of 41.; West GlomI( 109 goU(h j,
ART SQUARES,
gtrwtAut0,
dold avenue. Is entertaining Mrs Phone 265.
Charles A. Spiess, of Las Vegas, who
arrived in the city last evening, to lie
Blue Label goods makes them all
her guest f,,r a week or ten days.
step Inside, at Conroy's.

LEARNARD

ILcs'unr&ed

0

Hotedl Violinist

Froaini

1f, 1905.

Christmas Neckwear

ARE OPEN SUNDAYS
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History Repeating
Itself
appearances are

Interest R.ate For Poor
Said a speaker at the Credit Men's banquet In

Philadelphia

From

W. T. McCREIGHT
DuHlneas Manager

MONDAY, DECEMBER

COMPLAIN SALOONS

President's Elate Plan

The Citizen Publishing Company

Dr. Nathan

EVENING CITIZEN.
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Kubelik, the violinist, has his hands Insured for
$."0,0l)0.
They are marvelously skillful hands and are
the tools by which he gives expression to the music ot
his soul. Should tire hands lose their cunning the music
The other day Kubelik stood on the
would be mute.
deck of a vessel in New York harbor aud the little Bohemian had his hands thrust Into a woman's fur muff. That
He was
was not because, he is womanish or freakish.
protecting his long, slim, artist fingers from the cold auu
He is like
wind that, might stiffen and roughen them.
His
the singer who must take extra care of his thrftat.
fingers are his fortune.
Every one must take good enre
What is the lesson?
Our bodies are tool
of the tools with which lie works.
chests and each organ Is a tool for some special purpose.
If these tools are not in working order we are
like the carpenter who tries to do a job with dull tools
In his kit.
It Is an Importunl
There's the stomach.
tool.
If It Is not sharpened it does a poor job of digesThe output of rich, red blood, a necesseary outtion.
put, is lacking.
The Incisors shoulu
Then the teeth.
And
be as clean and efficient us the carpenter's chisel.
the molars should he able to grind like millstones. Else
Then the nerves.
there will be trouble In the stomach.
They are the telegraph wires carrying the brain messages.
If they are Weakened and loosened by whisky
or dissipation or over-straithe train dispatcher's message may he mixed up or fail to get in on time.
And so of tho heart and the muscles and the liver
and the kidneys and the skin functions and all the other
It
tools. The drain is the most important tool of all.
must be sharp.
It must be quick. It must be strong.
It must be sharpened aud quickened and strengthened hy
)!ul avoid overuse, and above all else do not stimuse.
ulate your brain hy drugs or Intoxicants.
Let its only
stimulation be the rich red blood which, conies fnr.u
cleanliness, exercise and properly selected and prepared
food.
Now, If a man cannot play the fiddle successfully
without caring for his hands, how can you play the man
or woman without caring for your body and brains?
v

n,

Cheer up. What right have you to carry a funeral
The world has troubles of its own.
in your face?
of view.
You can't'.'
Cheer up and change 'yotif-poinYour point of view is largely a matter of
Nonsense.
Quit looking for the dark side ot things. Your
habit.
Your happiness or misery is
life is what you make It.
In your own bauds,
School yourself to see tho silef
Ilnlmr of the clouds about your life.
As the.
Your ills are mostly lniaAInnr.v'
Cheer up.
old woman said, she had worried, all her life "mostly
Yoll are Ijorrowmg
about things that never Unopened. "
Cheep up.
trouble and paying a high fate of interest.
lu a five miuutes walk, yon Akt find scores of people
And tretrt you are fcoing through the
worse off than you.
world feeling Kerry I'm yourself the meanest sort of
Vnl are nursing an Ingrown illusion.
pity in tho World.
Itbl yourself of tlie Kogie man, and cheer up.
If you must Vvhine aud kick and sulk and scowl, go
off by yonrseU'.
Don't muss up other people's feelings.
If you will dig the grave of your happiness, and play the
It s
pall heaivi- - into the bargain, go to tho cemetery.
our funeral.
Cheer up. Carry about with you a glorious morning
The tears will
Smile, een through your lears.
face.
dry quickly.

1
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CHRISTMAS COOKING.
The finest flour la an absolute
essential, especially for cakes
and pastry.
Th
"Empress"
brand is a flour that never yet
has been surpassed in any particular. Its flavor is fine and
delicate, It has fine body, and
full of those nutritious qualities so desirable In a family
flour.

mTberqer
West Copper Avenue.
Wholesale AgeDt

(114

HOUSE

n.

12-l- n.

Installment Flan

Easy Payments
STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

!

-

iusehoIdGoods,

Bought, Sold or Exchanged

BORRADA1LE & CO.

117. Gold Avenue, - 'Albuquerque, New Mexico

THE
Albuquerq j:

Machine Works 0

Foundry and
I.

HALL, Proprietor
Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars- - ghaftlnn
Pulleys. Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts
for
Buildings.
ftooalra on Mining and mill Mmohlnory m Specialty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
R.

Cnaerful Heart Doetn
OCK000CKCX0CC

206 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
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Good Like a Medicine

LINDEMANN'S

Iron and Brass Castings;

DISCOUNT SALE
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0
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Clole-Democra-

A

Mexican Drawnwork
WILL

BE

P.--

j'5?!l?
!

MT

I

CONTINUED UNTIL

Chriitmat

shoppers-

WINNING SAIL

LACE

-

IjQQ
m

CURTAINS

An especially ut ti active lot

a"'

BENHAM

hh

Brussels, at per
vani

5
store full of entirely new offerings for
goods that will not be found in other ttorrj.
A

I

of the season is our great carpet and rug sale, for you can't'
Vat it. We are showing some
of the handsomest Velvets and

December 23

Too Costly Repartee.
private was brought up one morning for a sum-

eyes were about the only evidences
mary.
His lisll-'sof ills previous night's offense.
Now," said ihe captain, "you may plead what you
Hul the culprit not iced that the captain was
like."
already looking up Hie Iduchook for the fine.
Sdaiuu outrage," replied the accused mau.
"Ten dol'ara and ten days," said the captain. "What
have you got to ay now?"
food
"Sdainn outrage," repeated Ihe accused.
"Ten dollars more," said the captain. "I'll give you
According to ihe Optic, Major W. 11. H Llewellyn,
one more chance to ile'end yourself."
emphatiattorney,
Just
of New Mexico, I'nited States district
"Sno use, captain," came, the reply, with considerable
cally denied at Washington, that there is any possibility
that Delegate W. 11. Andrews wift be oust d from 'he feeing; "you're loo good at repartee for me." Cleveland
I eader.
Major Llewellyn in mi inier
house of representatives.
view, vigorously defended the delegate from ihe charges
Since i lie iiaughters of Ohio ill New York cast
made against him in connect ion with the failure of tho
ballots, certalu practical
voles with forty-nin- e
Enterprise liuk of Allegheny and del-l- res lhat Mr.
should look wilh more favor upon woman
Andrews will be cleared of all guilt In connection with'
the affair.

9W

h(

oT n, w Lace Curtains, at prices
thac yo'i
tiiiiis ashed to pay for curtains two or three seasons old.

INDIAN STORE

Cor. Railroad Ave. and
OPEN EVERY

The McBrain Furniture Co.

First St,

NIGHT.

205 COLO

I
9

AVENUE.

X

O

ma

School Books and Supplies

W II K U i:

Ka.-tm-

0.
BARNETT

A. MATSON

BUILDING

wto.

& COMPANY
205 WEST RAILROAD

AVE.

1)1 X

10

WjLL

Santa Fe Restaurant

OF ALL KINDS

Kodaks and Pblographic
Supplies
Tine Stationery. Huyler's & Lowney's Candles
We do Printing and Developing for Amateurs

TO

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Service a la ca.rte. Day and NlghL Private dining room
cna MtCEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME
SEASON.
t'tider Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

IN

At
DECEMBER

MONDAY,

.

1
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EVENING CITIZEN

IF YOU'WAWT ANY OF TODAY'S NEWS
Todav You Must Take The Evening Citizen
LIEUT. GEN CHAFFEE
IN ALBUQUERQUE

WITH

i

One of Three Chief's of Staff Authorities

to Retire During the
Year 1906.
SETTLE

WILL

IN

LOS

MUCH CLAIMED RING

MURDERED HIS SPOUSE

:

A

lien

HE

IS

MAKING.

CASE

HATCHET

ALASKANS

SETTLED

IS

ON

FOR

j

i

MEXICO

the Pawnbroker

is

out $is

FtRRi

Furs

NEW MEXICO

Cravelle Gets Jewel Representative of Nome Mining Company Investigates
Back by Justice Craig's
Magolona District.
Decision.

FIVE.

Mdvanoa Sale

HAVE EYES

Asked to be Mrs.

on Lookout For Humphrey
.
0 Sullivan.

ANGELES!

There is No Other Wav Here

PAGE

NOT THEN - -

-

BUT NOW"

i ells of frozen north

C A Ferrin. of the Northern Min-- '
Tin- pretty
It is thought that Humphrey O'Sui-- j
diamond rlii?. which
Lieutenant Central .Vina R. Chaf
ing & Trading company, operating at
livan,
wife
murderer
and
a'laround
Craig
of
iutiillv
the
liistlre
l'eace
fee, chief of staff, United Suites Army.; I'fncrKiKi hi h v it.. iii.i'mi HiKiirn t. i Nome. Alaska, spent yesterday In the
last, city and left last night for Magdalena,
t'-- ,
who retires from the army on
buquerque, and drop into the city, slipped on his little finger Friday
latest,
of
has,
by
the
Socorro county, In company with R.
and final turn
Albuquerque visj maybe for a breathing spell In the
ary 1, IStmi, was
original
its
W. Hadden. the mining engineer. Mr.
e the case, been returned
to
flight
undergoing
Is
the
he
from
minutes:'
Ave
tortv
itor yesterday for
of Ferrin and- - Mr. Hadden will investi"rU
U' owner, Mrs. Fannie C. Gravelle,
general was accompanied by Mr.?,
'him
gate the mines of the district, with
North Second street.
This little diamond ring, although' a view to making investments.
j n, sh,.,iffs onVe has
Chaffee and they were en route to
recelv.M a
TUB CHOICEST AND MOST APPRECIATED CHRISTMAS PRESENT OF ALL-W- HY A HANDSOME FUR.
Washington from Los Angeles, Cal., cml!ar frora sheriff Pacheco or Titc worth but $50, has been the cause of
Mr. .Ferrin
considers Nome the
where they will settle when the
whlch Rive8 a ,,osf.,.pllon 0f as much trouble and expense as a greatest placer mining county in the
NOT SELECT ONE NOW? OVER 300 TO SELECT FROM.
BEAUTIFUL FUR SETS FOR
j
era! leaves active servlre.
Jewels world. The Northern Mining & Trado'Sulllvan. describes the brutal nvir- - whole Iwix of the glittering
mere
cil"clmight
more
a
than
It
have been.
There is
has finally ing company have been operating In
CHILDREN.
,er of the fellow s wife, and offers a
dence in the fact that the United. reward of
for nH capture, pro- - brought joy back to Mrs. Gravelle. Nome since the year Hlii. In 1900
States will have three retired lleiiteii-- vldlnK ,t ,g ma(,e wltnln Bix month-4- but sent $15 worth of sorrow to the Mr. Ferrin was on his return to the
heart of L. O. Rosenfleld. the pawn- frozen north from a trip to the United
ant generals during the year 1306. f.on, November 21. 190.1.
States, when the ship ne was aboard
General Chaffee will not be 4 years
crjUie was commit to.l broker.
,,11.,!
The
Note BY MAKING A SMALL DEPOSIT YOU CAN HAVE ANY FUR LAID ASIDE UNTIL XMAS.
The story of the diamond ring has became entangled in an Iceberg and
of age until April 14, lfliifi, but as a about a mile from Tucson, some time
8
Hates,
who
courtesy to General
prior to November 9. In a lone cab'n already been told In these columns. was carried far up into Bering
next in line in the thief of staff, he o'Sulllvan Is alleged to have attacked In a nutshell, a hoarder of Mrs. Gra- strait. They were tied up in the lee
to
forty-fivprior
days
will retire
hjs sl,ollS(,( killing her wUh a hatchet, velled named Gerrge Miller, some for sixty days and endured many
that time, so that General Bates may The ,i0dy wag not founJ for severaI time ago fell in love with the ring, hardships. A storm finally broke the
and after slipplug the Jeweled circlet ice, allowing the ship to work its
ascend to the rank of lieutenant Kenv,iays afterwards
eral In time to retire before he alsoj A eart,h for 'o'Sulllvan proved fil of gold upon bis finger, forgot to re- way out into clear sea again.
servn-e
Mr. Ferrin says that
Alaska Is
ls compelled to leave me
the general belief being that h turn It before giving way to the
cause of his age. General Bates will is making for Mexico. The accused temptation of pawning it for $15 at very much in the same predicament
but
he 64 years old in August, 1906.
murderer's description is as follows! the store of L. G. Rosenfleld. Miller as the southwest territories regardhe will resign the oillce to General
Age, 35 years;
height, 5 feet 6 took the next train out of Albuquer- ing representation In congress, the
General
THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES
Corbin before that time.
to 8 inches; weight, 150 pounds; com que, mailing, before he left, a letter only difference being that Alaska only
19UC.
Corbin will be C4 in September,
plexion, light; build, medium; hair, to Mrs. Gravelle, telling her where asks for representation through del
met
wereGeneral and Mrs. Chaffee
brown; eyes, bluelsh brown; nation- the ring was, and that she could get egates, while the territories desire
At a meetat the station by F. H. 'Kent, who was ality.
trade, carpen- it by paying the amount demanded senatorial representation.
by the pawn broker. Mr. Rosenfleld ing held at Portland recently. Alaskan
a schoolmate of Mrs. Chaffee, and ter; speaks Spanish fluently.
old
an
declined to surrender the ring, how- interests apix'luted three delegates to
Hon. B. S. Rodey, who is
O
ever, and so Mrs. Gravelle replevined congress. There was some question,
friend of the general. The topics f LEFT WITHOUT SUPPORT
it and the litigation was nired before however, whether all three would be
conversation ran from the red school
house In the lane to Los Angeles
TAKES HER OLD NAME Justice Craig, with the result that the seated, and It was agreed between the
court, decided that Mrs. Gravelle was three delegates that If congress would
building lots, and from public social
entitled to the ring in question. It not recognize all of them, one would
functions at the eapitol to statenoou.
Mrs.
was
anot'ner
Kittle
Butler
do, and this one was chosen,
was accordingly returned to her.
General Chaffee is one of the
di-- !
a
woman
happy
by
who
was
made
Ii is now up to Mr. Rosenfleld to
Alaska is governed by a commispublic men of wide experience,
Northcutt's!
In
Judge
vorce
decree
locate Miller and seek revenge from sion from the United States, consistwlio think that joint statehood is the
was
charge
court.
desertion
Her
of
him. This he will probably do, and ing of a governor and three judges,
more economical form of government
sustained, it being shown that it will probably mean a term in the which is a form of government still
for the territories, and In answer to a fully
the'
G.
Butler,
has
William
husband,
penitentiary for that person if he is more inferior to a territorial govquestion yesterday as to what he
not contributed to the wife's support brought to Justice.
thought of statehood matters, said:
ernment, and the people of ihat
years.
now
is
two
for
upward
He
of
believe they are entitled to a
"Why, it's quite obvious to me that
a1
is?
Blsbee,
Ariz.
in
Mrs.
Butler
you want Joint statehood. I have alterritorial form of government, and
MAHARA'S MINSTRELS
Bewoman
apparent
of
refinement.
are making an effort to secure it.
ways thought so. Single state government would be a burden to either fore her marriage to Butler she was
prom
diverting
novelty
most
a
B.
Brooks,
The
widow. That
territory. I'm surprised that there Is Mrs. Kittle
JOHN H. BEARRUP
any opposition to joint statehood, name was restored to her in the de- lsed by Manager Mataon for the comcree. She and Butler were married ing theatrical week, is the famous
whatever."
WAS SUCCESSFUL
minstrels, known from Maine
Offer to supply you with anything In
Despite his 63 years, General Chaf- In Ardmore, I. T., in May, 1898. Dento California, as the banner colored
our line, at price that are fair and
fee Is hale and 'hearty, and looks like ver Post.
Butler, the deserting husband, la a minstrel organization of America. The WRITES HOME THAT ALL WAS square, and we are now making
he was good for the allotted threescore and ten, and then some. Mrs. printer, and has wdrked in the vari- entire performance scintillates with
LOVELY
OF
AT CONVENTION
of originality that has made
Chaffee is also in robust health. They ous offices of this territory and Ari- a sparkle
TEXAS FARMERS.
formerly lived in Los Angeles, but zona. He worked in the composing this company the most lnipular of all
colored attractions. The
of The Citizen several months traveling
sold out years ago at a good profit. room
99
Hearrup, president of the $12 Refrigerator
.
John
They are now buying In Los Angeles, ago, and one Saturday night, after company comprises a membership of
Auto pbone, 316. Bell phone, 115. Residence Auto phone, No. 319.
he had received his pay check, he left me very uest artists, notn laaies anui Kto Grande Woolen Mill company, $8.75 Blue Flame Oil 8tove....t6.75
at a good profit to the other fellow.
(6
the city without notifying the office gentlemen, known to the colored pro- who went to Texarkana, Texas, to at $8 China Tea Sett
A- of his intention to leave. At that ression. mere is not a white face In tend a convention of the "Lone Star' 40o China Salad Bowl a
25o
Director mnd Kmbmlmer
WHAT 01D HE MEAN?
time, so it is alleged, a woman Vas its ranks, although in its chorus are state farmers, exclusive mention of
Decorated Haviland China, at 20
Hearse,
or
White
$5.00
Black
Commercial Club Building. 1
in the case, and the local printers and a dozen pretty young women, who, which was made in The Evening CM per cent discount.
CITT UNDERTAKER,
25c
A well known retail merchant of boarding house people came out flatly it will be difficult to discover from zeu, has written
home that "every 75o Glass Berry 8et
0
20c
this city has two sous of whom he and stated that the woman. If she did their lighter sisters. This is consid- thing passed off lovely at the conven 35c Glass Water Pitcher
$1.25
is justly proud, or nt least he wls un- not leave the same night Butler left, ered a new departure in minstrelsy by tion." He wrote no other particulars $1.75 Decorated Lamp
, Mahara
brothers, who promise many explaining t hat he would be borne the $4.50 Decorated Lamp
93.25
til the other night. On the night In followed him n few days later to
more novel features which will be latter part of this week.
65o
Ariz.
question, the father bad been bounc$1 Steam Cereal Cooker
seen for the first time in this city,
40c
ing the younger son up and down on
It Is to be inferred
from the op 50c Sttam Egg Poacher
Notic910.50
the costumes and scenery are en- timistic tone of Uncle Johnny's letter $12.50 Buggy Harness
his knee, in horsey" fashion.
Dynamos Motors and
ROBERT HINDMAN BURIED tirely
Supplies
new and Manager
ing the elder son watching the proMatson is that all expectations were fulfilled
positive 'ne has secured one of the The convention was attended by 1.200
ceeding very olosely he asked:
"Would you like to ride horsey' on LODGE OF ELKS RENDERED ITS brightest treats for his many patrons delegates, representing 500.000 tillers
RITUAL
H. A. COOPER on December lti.
REV.
HOUSE WIRING A SPECIALTY.
pupa's knee?" To which the boy reof the soil. Mr. lleariiip expected to
DELIVERED ADDRESS.
j
plied: 'Huh, that's nothing. Yestersell enough Rio Grande stock to equal
day rode on a sure nuff donkey."
at least $1,000,000. The breezy tone
The funeral of Robert. Hindman was ANTI SAL00NISTS CONAuthorized Agents
of Mr. Bcarrup's letter leaves little
undertaking parthe
conducted
from
VENE IN THIS tITV doubt in the minds of his friends but FOURTH 8T. AND RAILROAD AVE.
THE SANTA FE ORATORS
lors of A. Borders at 2:30 o'clock this
CROCKER
WHEELER CO.,
what ho has realized this expectaafternoon. The burial of Mr. Hind-man- ,
money,
a
tion.
With
commodious
the
whose death occurred several REV. HAVENS, OF SOUTH DAGENERAL ELECTRICAL CO.
Those who will compete for the
and modern cotton nud woolen mill
privilege of represent in" he Sanra days ago, was delayed until J. O.
KOTA, IS AT PRESENT ORGANIZ- will be erected. In all probability near
Fe high school in the territorial ora- Hindman, a brother, could reach AlbuING THE TEMPERANCE,
Albuquerque and near the site of the
Largest line of Electric and Comtorical contest to be Held at Albu- querque. Mr. Hindman arrived last
present mill.
and
General houseclcanlng
querque on December "7, art' as fol- evening.
promptly
done.
work
bination
Fixtures In the Southwest.
Job
The impressive services were in
lows:
NOTICE.
Rev. W. W. Havens, formerly suBell phone, Red 271.
Ada H. Harvey. Harry Hogle, Lotta charge of Albuquerque lodge, Orderof perintendent
league
of the
Automatic phone, 260.
Newhalt, Eva Wientge and Laura Klls. which rendered Its ritual. The
South Dakota, is at present, tourRegular meeting of Shrine A. A. O.
AVE.
RAILROAD
411 WEST
The local contest will take deceased was a member of the King- of
Wood.
ing
through
8
Southwestern Electric and Construction Company
New Mexico and Arizona N. M. S. tonight at
o'clock p. m.
place at. the high school on the even- man, Ariz., lodge of Elks, where he
purpose
for
the
of organizing a league Election of officers and smoker. Vis
and esing of December 15, instead of on the was generally respected
216 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
in this section.
He Is meeting with itors cordially invited.
27th.
It is expected that there will teemed.
J. C. FERGER. Secretary.
Rev. Hugh A. Cooper, In his ad- great success. It is reported, securing
be ten schools represented in the terand anticipates a league In
ritorial contest and much interest is dress, paid the memory of the de- delegates,
S)
THE CELEBRATED
YES. , THE LYRIC MALE QUARbeing manifested in the preparations. ceased a touching tribute. A large the two territories with an excep-- j
tionally
large
membership.
TET WILL SING AT PUBLIC LInumber of friends attended the servNew Mexican.
The first convention of the league BRARY HALL THURSDAY
offerings
ices, t'ne beautiful
floral
3
DECEMBER H.
which were laid on the casket, attest- will be Vield In Albuquerque on DeALL STAR SHECIALTY COMPANY
the organization
Suggents
ing the esteem In which all held Mr. cember 2S, 'when
HAVE YOU A TELE- Blue Label canned and bottled goods
Hindman. Burial was In Fairview will be completed. Places which Rev.
PHONE IN YOUR HOME? Enables
Mr. Havens has visited and where his are today admitted to be by far the
LARGE
TWO
cemetery.
PLEASED
you
to order groceries; call the physiefforts have been crowned with suc- best on the market. I hold the exENCES AT THE LOCAL
cian; perform social duties, etc. Kates
cess, are Raton, Ias Vegas, Dawson, clusive right to sell them, In my vest
JORDAN'S CAPTURE
HOUSE, SATURDAY.
Tucumcarl, Estaneia and Alamogordo. pocket. Conroy.
from five cent per day up. Let ns
tell you about It.
NETTED OFFICERS $I,IOO
Bottled In Bond.
A large audience was well pleased
r
Spewith the efforts of the
cialty company in entertaining them MAN WANTED IN THREE STATES,
The Colorado Telephone Co.
Saturday afternoon and evening, at
DOOMED TO FACE CHARGES.
performance
The
the Elks' theater.
Room 18 N. T. Arm Jo Building.
X
was up to the standard in every deDistillers,
If nothing happens to delay their
tail, Raymond Teal's work demon- progress, United States Marshal C.
FRANKFORT, KT.
strating that he Is a comedian of the M. Foraker and Deputy Harry Cooper
public
theatrical
The
sort.
funniest
will, land Bank Robber Thomas Jorwill leurn with pleasure that the com- dan in the hands of the United States
pany has decided to play a return date auUiorKifB at Vlnlta, I. T., some time
MELINI & EAKIN
in Albuquerque in about bix weeks.
tomorrow. "
The best place to buy HOLIDAY GOODS Is where each piece of
Sole AfenU.
Foraker and Cooper left for the Instock offered for sale has been carefully selected by a competent
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
dian Territory with Jordan yesterday
POLICE COURT
buyer. Each piece of our boll ay stock has been personally selected
Automatic Phone, 199.
on train No. 2, and unless the trains
for its beauty of design, its fin shed workmanship, or some ouier
become disconcerted or Jordan shuld
quality that lift It aliove the ordinary. Come In and see for yourself.
ou
restaurant
a
A negro who Mil
accidentally make his escape while en
arrest
the
:
BRIQGS A CO.- North Fir' sttvvt, caused
route, they will have finished their
Props. Alvsrado Pharmacy.
First St. and Gold Are.
Botb Phones.
of Char! Brown Sunday for a breach
by tomorrow and have securmission
or the peace. It. Is claimed by ihe res- ed their reward. The combined reinto
came
taurant owner that Brown
wards offered for Jordan's capture
Our trade for November hast so far exceeded our expectations,
his place and wanted a luncheon amount to $l,lo, $500 of which is ofOOCCOCOCOCOCOCOCXXXXXXIOC
0. W. Strong's Sons
and
refused
gratis, and Un being
by the Texas Cattle Growers'
fered
abused
chair,
FROM START TO FINISH
ordered to vacate his
that we have found it necessary to duplicate our heavy purchases.
association. Jordan Is wanted in
STRONG BLOCK.
11,1 iirni.i-l.ti.with obscene language. Texas for stealing cuttle, in the Inour White Lily cigar is ahead of all
Hrnwn nleadod not guilty 111 police dian Territory for bank robbery and
others every time. . If you want genCommencing December 1, our store will be kept open evenings,
uine satisfaction and real gratificacourt tnis morning, but at bis trial In Colorado for murder, which record
to
,1,
introduced
ui,l..iiee was
tion when enjoying your after-dinnhe has attained for himself in the
care
Christmas
the
of
rush.
added,
take
to
help
additional
and
Judge
smoke. Just try a White Lily cigar.
substantiate the charge, and s. rve short space of four months.
We will guarantee that you will say
Crawford sentenced Hrown to
His capture U one of great credit
I
from
positively
Remember,
retire
your
early.
selections
Make
it is the best medium priced tlgar that
ten days in the city prison.
to United States Marshal Forakcr's
.vour mouth ever held or your palate
office.
Fairview
Superintendents
and
eit.ioed. Try one and you will never
the Jewelry business January 1, 'and from now until December 31,
Cemeteries.
Barbara
Santa
Dunlavy Mercantile Co. to Retire iiv
smoke any other.
I
MONUMENTS.
will make prices lower than ever ctfered on Fine Diamonds,
CIETY'S STATEMENT
al
News reaches the citv through
211 N. Second St., Both Phones
reliable source that the Imulavy .Me3 ' 2 WEST
Watches, Jewelry, Rich Cut Glass, Handsome Printed China, Solid
RAILROAD
AVENUE.
Benevolent
The
rcantile company, owning and conduct- l
good
much
doing
Moriarty and
which irt
Inir stores at Willard.
OOCCOCOCOCXDOCOCXXXXXX)CO
Silverware, Plated Silver Table ware, Clocks, and everything beamong the poor, ill and unfortunate Estaneia, on the Santa Fe Central,
in this city, have issued their ttate-iiieti- t have sold their interests in New Mex
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE
Jewelry store.
Co.. of Santa!
tor the mouth ending December ico, to E. J. McLean
e)o
longing in a
c
;, which Is as follows:
Hughes,
Fo and Kansas City. L. A.
j?
0
mall;
States
Carries
the
Unfed
p,
u
Kent
J
of Santa Fe, is the New Mexico
en
w!r!i
change
only
uf
a
stock
line
...
35
rea
Gnieerit s
resetitative of McLean & Co. The
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
port says that the Dunlavy brothers'i
Fuel
0
ANTONIO ARMIJO & CO.
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
".;o
A
Sundries
will retire from the active nianaue5 a. m. For,$
Kti.iav
at.
Wednesday
anil
011
JanNEW MEXICO'S
toeti ot the stores mentioned
particulars, aii'iress w. l.. irimuie
..$76.
o
o
Total
tuty 1.
LEADING JEWELER
turnismng:' uooas
Arriving
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
"
per a. N. M.
M
B.
Proprietor,
BLOCK,
FA
ALRl'QI'ERUrE'S
HEAR
PUER-CRIO
FEED YOUR HORSE
Special Sales Every Saturday. Auto Phone 601. 121 N. Third Street q
OI'S MALE QUARTET AT PfHI.lt;
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Have just received a new line
of Clocks, Cut Glass, China
and Jewelry in general, and
invite their old customers to
give them a call before buying
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$10,000 WAS

WHEW! AND

ALL THAT

MOST ANYTHING

THIS BURNING LOVE WAS WORTH

twice as much as

"LIFE ALWAYS SUNSHINE AS

LONG AS LOVE IS YOUNG."

When His Love was' Young He Wrote
Hdith, you are a regular Pandora box
of love troubles.
I need you near me to lavish devotion
and adoration on you.
You are my solace, my joy. my peace.
The milleniiini of my life shall begin
the day call you mine before all
the world.
The pain ami craving or a hogging
heart is most unendurable.
1 have opened my heart to you;
delve
Into It. and kick It over and tell me
'Am I right or wrong?"

beards' wife, I couldn't rofrnin from
taking Just ono no..,,, and th sight
nu'1 '"y ao has over since
,ht
fjliM ,m, wh a 8trallKei rtjluroiI1B
delight, which has undoubtedly de
prived me of the calm of Ignorance.
I feel as though I had pried into a
momentous secret which otherwise
should have come to my knowledge,
and In the guilty possession of which
I am like a thief that hns stolen goi.
It Is wrong for him to huve it but
In his moral bluntness
he derives
much pleasure out of It. ,
KKAUS.
Devotedly,

"V.,I

"

Beef - Pork

"Judge Andy" Hamilton lias prom

love you.

I

(liilgont wilii

uy weakness for letters.

are ever good to me, dear, and
love you so greatly for it In choice
manifestation of your devotion. You
(all nie your 'faithful darling.' and
how appropriate is the title for you
dear, for you are ever faithful to
You

'

i

foetus Stxtker

1
j

;

HOW THEY BOTH REGARDED

A

THE THOUGT OF

M

ALSO

AND

AT

FARR'S MARKET

the flats heated, and charging the
Janitor rent makes him so sore that
he always has plenty of steam on."
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Mr. Teague's gate Sunday afternoon.

Edith I. Gibney.
I From a letter
'u3.
written March
"Weil.
ii!iy do believe In a girl
breaking an engagement even at the
last moment, when she fears she has
made a mistake, for I contend thnt it
is better for both parlies that a break
should occur before rather than a di
vorce after, which Is so often the
case. Ab to 'he filthy lucre of the
consideration, that riiuu does not live,
nor ever will, who could ever mend
T
my heart
with gold.
WOl1
RATER DIE THAN ENGAGE IN
So
BREACH OF PROMISE SUIT.
you are safe, dearest. If you ever
wisft to change your mind, only be
good enough to give me the "magic
two weeks' notice," so I can make ray
plans for the future and let my heart
iietrlly.

Colorado Phone, Black

.

More Love Stories.

By Miss

STREET.
182.

PRICES THAT ARE RIGHT.

Bachelors Mean Business.
Jas. Harper and Seth Murray, two
of our good natured bachelors, took
a trip to Sugarcreek
last Saturday,
presumably on business and pleasure.
Urandywine correspondence, New
Philadelphia (O.) Democrat.

SUIT WHEN

SOUTH SECOND

Auto Phone, 423..

"Why don't you have a woman or
ganist?"
"Because we can't find one," re
plied the choir director. "Every woman I have offered the position declined because if she played the organ she could have no voice in the
choir. "

Chas. Bridges hitched his mule at

Klaus Steiner.
(From a letter written March 4, 19(i4)
marveled at the
I have always
usual light in which such an agree
ment (an engagement! has been re
garded, the general belief being that
the woman has a perfect, light and
equity in changing her mind at the
last moment, with no lecourse tor tne
and
disappointment
man in his
wounded feelings, but lot the man do
the lightning change act and what a
storm breaks loose, and how often
the woman shows how readily Rer
broken heart can be mended by the
salve of gold!
Bah! It Is disgust- lng!
When I make a promise to a
woman I consider myself bound lo
carry out everything that is honor- able and just.

Eggs

SAUSAGE OF ALL' KINDS

T WAS AFAR OFF.

By

Butter - and

Oysters

your wise old boys.

"

I

Poultry

HOME MADE MINCE MEAT

1

BREACH OF PROMISE

- Veal

Mutton

"Hew to Ihe line and let the chips
tall where they may," thundered the
greai statesman.
Having heard so much talk of
stand pat" and "square deal" It was
no wonder the great man sKUe of
chips.
"Talk about

Afler giving her views on engage
ments and breach of promise. Miss
Gibney continues:
"I was ilenil sury I rcallv loved vou
before I made a promise, and since
(hat day 1 have ever kept step with
you, and we have never made a back
step, but onwards, upwards, with
rapid strides, and. dearest, niv hand
is ever in yours, anil my heart beats
for you each moment as loyally and
truly as though I wore your wife by
a promise fulfilled nnd freely given
Everything associated with you lias a
beautiful, heavenly radiance, all Its
own, and, dearest,
am ever basking
In the glories of your love and devo
Hon, as it exists today, and I can re
call it In the early days.
"LITTLE GIRL."

deer old handwriting, t looked at the
dates and did not know which choice
morsel to devour first, but luckily I
really opened the one first written
first, but before reading, the other re-- i
ceived Its share of attention. Just fori
curiosity to find out 'where I was at.
Then I devoured both sweet messages
in close rucoessloti, and, oh! I was so
happy.
"I have laid aside my meal for to
morrow for u basil service, ami will
chew it up into bits to secure alllhe
sweetness. Dearest, It was so very
dear and considerate of you to re
member me so lovingly, and be so in- -

Fisb

there's nobedv got anything on the
owner of the apartment house where
we live. He charges the Janitor rent
Just like any other tenant."
"I don't see any wisdom in that. It
strikes me a downright meanness."
'Not. at all. Our landlord wishes

inc."

and
OLD

hlGKOBY

'

WAGONS

Miss Dorcas Richards looked sad
Sunday evening.
Wesley Hicks had a smile jn his
WHOLESALE
face like a wave on a goose pond.
and RETAIL
Jas. Hicks, Jr., rode his brother
Albusuerpe. N. M.
John's bicycle to Dan Hale's Sunday,
but he was not satisfied as the road
wus so muddy.
We are glad indeed to notice in
last week's issue that Hrison lirimer
had picked up courage and nia'de a
start to go asparking and gave Miss
: Wlnas,Eran(!l8$(Etc.
Rosalena French a call last Sunday
evening.
r
JOSEPH BARNKTT, Projx ,
Miss Hallie Hudson and
were out walking Sunday
;
SAMPLE AND
,
evening.
CLUB ROOMS
Arenve
Raffroad
120
Ida Barber and Albert tiolland
were out buggy riding Sunday evening
i
Jackson Brimer looked sad Sun- da" because Walter Hardvnum no- companied Miss Nancy Brock home
Business Opportunities.
WANTS B( KING FOR HIS
DEAF AND DUMB
from singing.
NORTH TEXAS BUILDING, DALLAS, TEXAS.
Misses Mae Ridge ann
INSTITUTE DIRECTORS
PETR F.ED HONEY M NE
We handle proositions to buy, sell, or exchange any kind of
Burnett looked sad Sunday because
business or real estate located anywhere in the southwest. Write
their best fellows were not out at
us your wants. We can interest you.
THEY HELD MEETING
AND AP- BILL TERRY, AN ASSAYER, SAYS Sunday school.
POINTED PHYSICIAN AND TEMMiss Mae Ridge says she hns the
THERE IS A VEIN 150 FEET
PORARY MATRON.
DEEP AND MORE THAN A FOOT sweetest fellow ou earth at While- SQUARE. NEAR GALLUP
well. He must be a good one.
CHOICE RIO PUERCO HAY. HAY
l Here was a meeting ot tne noaru
Lee Smith made his usual trip to AND GRAIN OF ALL KINDS. THE
or directors or the
tor deal
Ihe Los Angeles Examiner ot n see Miss Esther Vandegrlif Sunday
CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CQ., 602
and dumb In the office of Rufus J.jcuu date, tells this pretty "fake' evenine
Palen, president of the First National story of n petrified honey mine locat-banMaynard Powell and Walter Hary- - SOUTH FIRST STREET.
hi
of Sauta Fe. The members ofjed near (Idllup, and It is surmised man
nm tlij.tw
,a .,u r.i 1111
1111:11 kuiidI
nun itinc
imii b,I1I
uiiuni 11..lr,t.
the board are:
here tliat Gregory l'age, Gils Mulhol- - foot of the
Sunday even- mountain
lainl and others of Gallup, are spend- - ings. Walter says the prettiest girl
Governor Miguel A. Ottro,
Rufus J. Palen. president: Marcel ino ing these days hunting honey:
he ever Raw lives nt Hicks Chapel,
Hill Terry, an assayer, who
Garcia, secretary. Samuel G.
AND CUF.E
BECQVMENQfcDBT
THE LUNCS
IftH
MOST f MINfcWT PHYSICIANS
Geo. Thorp and Miss Josio Ridge
3
BRHBi
came to Los Armeies from Gallup, torfk an enjoyable walk down the
Granf Riveuburg and J. A.
M. JL. is looking f. r some one
Wood.
who;
Sunday
road
evening. Soquachee
'CtTOfttMMBSKiaSjEEBNES:'
WITH
Sr- Dr. V. S. Harroun was apixiinled will fluance a scheme to withdraw (Tenn.) News.
Mrs.
physician
tons
Institution
and
petrified
for
of
the
the
loney
rocks
from
ARRESTED FOR CUTTING
THEY WANT TlitIR
i liarlos liacon was appointed matron or a canyon near uaiiup.
in Mad Chase.
TERRITORIAL TIMBER
Granulate;! honev should sell rap
DEBTS ALL PAID to temporarily till tbe vacancy creI AGAINST OlSOROtKStw mi SIOWM KI0NtY58UUf
Millions rush in mad chase after
ated by the deaih of Mrs. L. M. Larsen, idly. Bill thinks.
health, from one extreme of faddism
The yranctecnnCoinpantt.
t
rlPTiON
Price
ocHill
superintendent,
rough
Terry
hardy,
which
of
is
wife
of
ON
the
and
INDIAN
RESERVATION IN SANTA FE COUNTY COMMISSION
to another, when. If they would only
ri:::'"
past
during
present
type,
the
week.
The
I
just
as
the
miner
curred
and
NORTHWESTERN NEW MEXICO.
til"
eat good food and keep their bowels
ERS ADOPT STATEHOOD RESO
Fioo Trial,
DISTRIBUTING AGENTS
board also Instructed Mr. Palen to is located in a tent in the 1300 block regular with Dr. King's New Life
LUTIONS.
.1.
M. Wiley, United States deputy
camp
prepare resolutions
of condolence, off Central avenue.
He will,
Pills,
fe; nickEst
would all pass
troubles
their
for
Cure
Sorest
and
all
marshal, arrested Pedro Bustos, ManThe board of commissioners ot San which will be read at the next meet- there until the man with money is away. Prompt relief and quick cure
THROAT ind LTWO
uel Hustos, Miguel Sandoval and Jose ta Fe county met
ing of the board and sent to the be- found.
at
25c
for
trouble;
in
liver
stomach
day
and
or
3TONK1
BACH.
other
tiES,
the
Rodriguez, who live eight miles west special
This Is the story Terry told an
any drug store; guaranteed.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
at the court house in reaved husband and other relatives
of E.spanola, and brought them to bant a session
a miner reporter:
of the deceased matron.
present:
were
There
fe.
Santa Ee where they were arraigned Chairman Arthur Seligman,
Is
petrified
bills
"Alxiut
a
everything
The
audited
number
of
board
of Santa
before J. P. Victory, United Slates
l hadn't been there
around Gallup,
and Commissioner A. L. Kendall for groceries, furnishings, and other
commissioner, on a charge of cutting P,
of Uerrillos; Clerk Marcos Costiilo supplies for the institution, and or-- a dav when some one showed me a
timber on the Santa Clara Indian was at the desk.
dered payments made amounting in petrified tree. Three days later I
reservat Ion.
all to about ll.oitit. it was also voted learned that there were whole forwere
Resolutions
adrpted
praying
They were represented in court by that the congress of
that a payment of about $t?n0 be made ests of petrified trees. Then I saw
United
the
their attorney. It. C. Gortner, and en- States in pending statehood bills, or on the now barn now being erected petrified fruit. Something must have
tered a plea of not guilty. The
In
may be introduced here- at the institute. Mr. Palen said that happened there one day to take the
hearing was waived and they aftersuchfor asstatehood
out of everything. What it was
for New Mexico, the institute now has eleven Inmates.1 life
were bound over to await the action insert Provisos therein
I don't pretend to say.
IMPORTERS AND JOdBERS OF
niirnnr!linir
of the United Slates grand Jury. They a
"Well, I had been there several
acreage of public lands IRRIGATION UNDERTAKING
sumelent
were released under bonds of $1"' lor rtie purpose of discharging
weeks when I got acquainted with an
the
each.
NEAR SILVER CITY old squaw who. took a liking to nie.
railroad aid debt, and unpaid coupons
The arrests were made on complaint and Judgments t heron of
See that ring, (displaying a band of
the counof C. J. Crandall, superintendent and ties of San: a
silver on his left hand); well, that
BIG
Fc
TO
MANY
IRRIGATE
PROJECT
this
in
Grant
and
special disbursement agent of the In- territory.
belongs to her. She wouldn't have
UNDER
CONSIDERAACRES,
terior department, United States govgiven it to me if she hadn't liked me,
Copies of these resolutions are to
TION.
ernment, who has charge of the Santa be sent to Hie president of
would she.
Six weeks auo she got
senate,
the
Clara Indian reservation in Rio Arri- and the speaker of the bouse of tho
One of the biggest irrigation enter- me to get a couple of burros, saying
ba county.
Fifty-nint- h
prises
ever
In
Silver
the
was
undertakiie
that she
going to slum- mo someco'igress, and to Delegate
City section of the territory Is the thing which few knew about. Out of
W. II. Anlre-Vbcompany, curiosity I went with In r. Eleven or
Itlo
Mimbres Irrigation
EDUCATORS HFU)
which will build an immense dam on twelve miles out of Gallup we rode
THE STAG CANON FUEL
QUARTERLY MEETING
the Ml tub res river and reclaim a vast into a canyon. She asked nu: f(,r my
COMPANY INCORPORATE.
The following articles of lncorK)ra-tio- section of laud in Grant and Luna knife. Opening it. she jabbed the
blade into what appiartd to bo the
AT THE CAPITAL LAST SATURhave been filed in the office of J.' counties.promoters
The
have completed all solid rock ofi the canyon. She chip
ACTION
ON W. Raynolds. secretary of the terri-DAY AND TOOK
will
preliminary
ped off a piece of the 'ris-l;- '
the
details
and work
CERTIFICATES.
and put
lory:
be commenced at once. The company it into her mouth. Then she chipped
Staq
The
Canon
Company.
Fuel
The quarterly meeting of the Terririchllo,0()ti
acres
has
off
of the
another piece and passed ii to nie.
secured
Principal place of business, Alaiuo-Moiil- est land
torial Educational Association was
in
Mimbres river valley. I put it
my
It was sweet.
'Principal agent, Henry J. An- The companythewas first started some Well, sir,in what mouth.
held Saturday in the office of Hiram
do you think it was?
Hadley. superintendent of public in- derson, of Alamogrrdo. Tbe object of six years ago, but nu active work haa Nothing more or less than honey.
struction, ai Sauta Fe. Those pres- the company Is to acquire, own, lease yet been done on the project, although
"There is a vein about eighteen
ent were: Prolessor Hiram Hadley, occupy, ur,e and develop lands con- the promoters had been gel ting the Inches wide, a foot or so deep, runProfessor W. G. Tight, of the Uni- taining coal or other minerals, and enterprise In shape and have expend ning from ihe ground un through that
AGENTS FOR
wood lands or other lauds, for the pur- ed a large sum of money in carrying entire side wall of the
versity of New Mexico at AlbuquerIt
and
esiivon.
poses
of the corporation : to sell, (lis- tlle nHieiiio as far as they have.
que, Professor C. M. Light, of Silver
is petrified honey.
Thai wall Is I jo
City. Professor Edmund .1. Vert, of I)se oi or deal in said lands; to man- Tht, oost of construction of the irrl- - feel deep.
How many Hund'cits
of
tbe Normal School for teachers, ul iifacture oke or other pioduc:s from KHtlon system by the com pan v is es- - thousands of barrels of granulated
Las Vegas, aud Professor Luther these labiis. and to sell or otherwise t imuit-- a at about 1.o()ii,(iiiii The land honey s
iti'aiiie :r
rocii
Foster, of the AgrUulturul College at deal or traffic in said products. The
claimed by them will be
into don't prof i s to Know, but I do Know
capital stock is $ .no.wu). divided into Mtt farms of about Mil divided
Mosilla 1'ark
acres each. there is a i' nunc the e lor i' atiii
.
Prolessi I' r .1. Schneider, of St. j."hi. Miaivs, or tne par value or U" uhlih will
easy SOtl'i' i'.
it, s
a little
i',Ui
Santa I o, wim too ( Si ll all of the stock to be oominoa term
Michael's Colli .
;:.r ure
honev
tli
.
i
111
stock. Ihe corpora' lun
In com-to attend
i
has piv.--t Veil it
Mail
"f the association ineiioe liiiNiiicas with J'.oi'O. The prinDon't dm; tbe sroiuach to cure a with tiioviv
The number
siwnt tbe inormiig In routine business cipal iccorpuratoi's are .lobti I,. Tay- cough. One Minute rough Cure outs
"No. I w, ti t leii where ib:M b uiey
the I'ifla'timat Ion is, but I'll '
and in tbe arte moou . tnuk up the biib-Je- lor, John Kiaii ilin. (i. M. lUnaon, A. tbe mucus, draw
the n: r.i with lumiev
of ;fe c.erl Itleali-s- applied for by J. Kiiik, all ot Kl Pao. Texas, aud W. out of the throat, bun's and bronchial to tbe split.
'1 lit re
were fourteen ft r A. Haw Litis, f Alamogordo. The life tubes,
soothes Rud cures. A
leachers.
Citizen want ads get tr.e business.
tificutfi! considered, but several of of l ue corporation is tixed at fifty iiuloU cure for Croup and Whooping
Cough.
years.
Try one.
Sold by all druggists.
theui were rejected.
pro-pare- d.

i

LOS ANGELES, CAL. Jewtltn

Highest Quality

ised to write about his connection
companies,
with the life insurance
but If he doesn't
hurry he won't
know to whom to send the letter.

1

k

BROCK AND FEAGANS
nvtrsmlth

is booming.

consider this an extra yolk to the
"lay" 1 sang this morning.
I love you. dear, because you are so
very lovable In every way,
for your dear self, and because I

need yon near me always that t
may lavish upon you this adoration
and devotion which Is being formed
within me as constantly and measure-fil- l
as the sun brings forth light and
boat and spreads them broadcast.
It
Is thought:i like these that will come
to me and convince me how threadbare Is life without that for which
the heart demands for solace. You
And She Replied
My heart beats for you each moment are my solace, my Joy, niy peace, and
us loyally and strong as though I the millenium I of niv life shall begin
the very ('ay can call you mine bewere your wife.
Everything associated with you has a fore the world. Adoringly, KLAUS.
beautiful, heavenly, radiance all Its
own.
Pittsburg. Pa., March 11, 19H4.
1 am ever basking In the glories of
My Dearest Little Girl:
Vnat a
your love.
heartbreaking letter from my treasMy hand is ever in yours.
you
ure. Edith, dear, do
really grieve
I want to be your "Easter egg."
and care that much for me? I can
is a member of the exclusive set of almost cry to think that you are ex
periencing all that this separation has
tt. Louis.
St finer met Mitts Gibney In
St. brought me again and again. Slrong
1ear, It has hurt me more
louis in l'JOO. Their engagement fol as 1 am,
lowed a year later and was announced than' anything else I have ever felt.
bv both families. Miss Gibney visited Physical pain I can stand without a
Steiner'g home several times, and it tnurmur, but the pain of a begging
is claimed that his sister found fault arid craving heart Is almost unendurKLAUS.
becuuse she wore too many colors aud able.
complained that she did not keep her
In
another
Steiner
loiter
describes
room in order. At one time, it was
the unhappy
testified, she showed hur brother a at considerable length in,
frame of mind he is
and then
lot of hair combings that had been writes:
and she
Ktrewn over the dresser,
"God only knows how unhappy I
warned her brother that this was not
not because 1 do not love you
the kind of a woman for him to am,
marry. Shortly after Miss Gibney's but because I love you as I do. but
feel that it is not wisely or well
visit ended, Steiner broke the en yet
gagement. Steiner claims that the That. Is why I have wished for 111death.
engagement was broken with the con though I have much fear I am
It Is a condition, not a theory,
sent of Miss Gibney.
and we cannot go on disregarding it
A score or more letters plav an im
port ant part in tho trial. Steiner Is in fancied security, and hope that it
will right Itself. Whatever
be "the
rather prosaic looking, and when con- - outcome,
It cannot be worse than that
siuer;n;on is given 10 me Dusy me which must
result it we throw caution
lle na8 ,ei'' one naturally marvels at
the wind.
uie loiters ana wonders how he round to "God
guido you nnd bless you. for
time for such voluminous correspond
I love you still.
How can I bear to
ence.
bring unhappir.ess upon y&u? I can
Here are some of his effusions:
pot and hence I have opened my
Allegheny, Pa., March 4. 1S04.
to you. Delve into it and kick
My Faithful Darling:
Well, I see I heart
It over and toll nie, 'Am I right or
am playing the usual telepathic dodge wrong?'
With love that is as great
upon you, for I find your statement
my sorrow, I am, your affectionate
that you believe you love me a thous as
KLAUS.
and times more than I love you boy.
strangely similar and much akin- - tp
In still other letters Steiner writes
my song about loving you a thousand of Miss
Gibney as his "Radium
times more than ever I did before. Queen," "Prize Package,"
There Is really something uncanny heart," "Darling," "Dearest,
about the way you tfcnd I divine one etc. i
another's love. The whole coincidence
is only uroof of the claim I made that
That Miss Gibney wus also an
every time I put my foot forward you adept In the art of letter writing apdo likewise, so that I can never get pears from the following letter, writ
ahead of you and your love.
ten by her on March 11, 1904:
Edith, you are a regular Pandora's
"My. Darling: You had me guess
box of love troubles. You gave me Ing this morning when Alice handed
the key to your heart, and, like Hlue- - me two let '.era in the same familiar

I

three-year-ol-

Allogbeny, Pa., March !. 1905.
My Dearest Edith:
Two letters in
one day is like expecting a hen to
lay twice per diem but two yolks In
one egg is common. So you will Just

MUST

15.

BEST IN SILVERWARE

TTT

should."
"I understand that your relations
with Ihe life Insurance company are
trained," said the noisy lttle man.
replied the
"You are mistaken,"
oouipnny'g loyal employe. "1 have no
lliey
elations with the company.
are the president's."
"And do vou have the nerve to tell
boy
me you told your
there was no Santa Clans?" .
That's Just exactly what I did.
'What did the P"1 little follow
say?"
'Ho told me I was a liar."
"Hello, old man." sang out the man
ager or the musical comeay company to his old friend. "How's business with you?"
'My business, replied the press
agent for the great emotional actress.

DEGREES FAHRENHEIT WERE TO HAVE BEEN
LETTERS
READ AT SCOND TRIAL OF FAMOUS BREACH OF PROMISE CASE
OF MISS GIBNEY OF ST. LOUIS AGAINST KLAUS J. STEINER OF
PITTSBURG BUT SHE SETTLED HAIR COMBING THAT HELPED COOL A LOVE THAT WAS WHITE HOT.

11,

Our stock of Sterling Silver and Plated Ware
the consideration of the critical
rlutver. Its completeness in ranee and
variety, newness in styles, fineness in
quality and tairnesa m prices
enables one to choose with a
OUR NEW
degree of satisfaction not
ILLUSTRATBD FALL AND
k possible elsewhere in
WINTER CATALOG No. If
the Southwest
will be sent upon request. We 'prepay
au cnarees, anil ship poods on approval
wun privilege ot examination,

"I'll bet money. Smith, that vour
wife doesn't believe more than half
vou tell her."
"I know It. That's whv I tell her

AT 3,000

Pittsburg I'a . Deo 11. Ton thous-- I
aud dollars was the price Klaus j.
Steiner paid for his love song to Miss
Kilitli Isabella Gibney. The
vonian had asked 5t),oon as a balm
for lacerated affections after ho had
broken their engagement to marry.
The second trial of the case was
et for thiB week in the I'nlted States
circuit court here, but was settled
out of court. Miss Gibney had also
sued Steiner' parents for ffiO.ntiO, as
alleged accomplices in breaking the
engagement, nut this suit will be dismissed.
Steiner Is a prominent business
man of Allegheny, and Miss Uibney
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The Stm Elmo
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Early-Barke-
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i

Southwestern Investment Company

"

The "Franciscan"
Cordial Bitters

j

k

j

KILLTHr

Territorial Topics

COUGH

Cart-wrigli- t,

King's

k

How Discovery

--

TF-OU-

Melini & Eakin

1

ERNEST W3EYERS

&

CO.

j

Fine Wines, Liquors and Gigars
SPECIAL

HOLIDAY

SUPPLIES

.

Straight Kentucky Whiskies a
Specialty

n

1

FAMILY TRADE SOLICITED
Vol

Blatz's Milwaukee Beers

I

t

V.

.

Mail

orders have prompt attention. Call or
write us.

11 G

West Silver Ave.,

ct

i

I

Albuquerque, N. M.

1
MONDAY,
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Cases

and Desk Combined

PAGE SEVEN.

THIRD STREET

TAILORING

OVER NO. 209 WEST
But Is your system strong enouKh to UPSTAIRS,
AVENUE, O. BAM.
RAILROAD
lnrlem-enwithstand the severe cold and
t
BINl7
PROPRIETOR.
to
weather. If not, you're liable
j
attacks of Chills, Colds, Grippe, or
Mv merchant tailoring stiop Is up-- ,
Pneumonia. Strensthen the entire
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad avesystem bv taking
nue. where I solicit the patronage of,
tli public. All work puaranteed first-datHOSTETTER'S
as I have had fifteen years' en
tierience in the business. Suits made
STOMACH BITTERS
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
The specific I use will not
before It. Is too late. It also cures repaired.
Ladles garments
Heartjurn, Bloating Belching, Indi- Injure the doth. walking
skirts made
cleaned and
gestion, Dyspepsia, Insomnia, and also
Malaria, (let u bottle U"l:iy. also ask to order. Olive me a trial.
O. RAM I. INI.
your dnipplst for a free copy of our
1906 Illustrated
Almanac. It s well
th.t
Curtis
Some of everything
wort Ii liavliiR.
r.ros. puts up, you will find at Con
roy's.
JURY CASES AKE

A defk unit with a few or
as many book units as desired.
iThe only perfect combination
(desk and book case ever made.
Particularly adapted to the re-'liiirenients of teachers, physl
Iclnn:. attorneys, librarians and
I
private secretaries.
We have a
poinpH'te line on display. Noth- as nicer for a Christmas pres
ent. Call and let us show you
low nrettv tney are, or scnu
for catalogue.
J. D. EMMONS,
bor. Cal Ave. and Second St.
Auto phone 474. Colo phone, 173.
West end of viaduct.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL FURNITURE.

Mil

EVENING CITIZEN

MERCHANT

WINTER IS HERE

ELASTIC

GLOBE WERNICKE
Book

ALBUQUERQUE

11, 1905.

Meat Market
i
and Salt Meats.
Sausage Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Hulldlnfr, North Third Street

All Kinds of

Fr-sr-

Steam

a,

m

Smoke the White

JOE

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Lily

RICHARDS

Wholesale Grocers

Cigar.

CIGARS

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

j

StT FOR TRIAL

113

12 W. Railroad Avenue,

PIONZER BAKERY

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
Albuquerque.
207 S. First Street,
SIMON

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

W. L. TRIMELE & CO.
Established In 1882
LIVERY. SALE FEED AND TRANS&
G.
FER STABLES
.ludgi' 'Abbott on Saturday afterSole agents for Casino Canned Goods
bought
and
Horseaunexpired
ei
Mules
and
noon Inst, set' cases In the
j
Jas. Heelcln t Co.'s Coffeea. lm
changed.
of ihvs Second district court n.s
c term
boden's Granite Flonr.
Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our altoilowri:
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
ready well equipped laundery a machine with which we can handle
11.
December
Second street, between Railroad and
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
vs.
Tit",
No.
William
Territory
Copper avenues.
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to us
tipringur.
and we will straighten them out for you.
s.
Ilaimunilu
No. 28iil, Territory
Salus.
Hlllsboro creamery Dutter Best
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO
No. 2S70, Territory
vs. Ilnlmundo PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
BACK OF P. O.
Mexico
Earth.
it Haves a bridge foreman on the discussed In northern. New
BRUSHES.
- Salas.
(ireenK.
F.
v.un-nm-nSunday in tneianu ai rummo.
Lap
Saddles,
n,.i,.n .
Harness,
Leather.
December 12.
Free Delivery.
lee, at one time a prominent anil
Blankets, Etc. Pal- Order Solicited.
city.
No. S77, Territory vs. Kstanlslado Robes, Horse
wealthy ranch owner, lived at Dun- Sals.
years and
five
Roof
Paint;
metto
lasts
214 South Second Street.
0
I. N. Wheat ley. a construction en- can, a "small town near the New MexNo. 2'J2'i, Territory vs. Charles stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
ico line.
gineer in the employ of the Lantry-SharRftODUCK
CLARK
CO
Pelts.
VLLE
Mainz.
years
Green
morning
eight
agi
spent
company,
One
(Construction
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
AVENUE.
No. 2S2S, Territory
vs. Seferino K9 WEST RAILROAD
,"
Sunday in the city and returned to lee mysteriously disappeared from his
Wholesale and Retail
ram-iioiue wumMii. even mninfi onj
Hio I'iurco lat evening.
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
No. 2929 Territory vs. Seferino
&
of
belongings.
Some
of his personal
Your land, worth $3 an acre. Is, by
J. B. MacMANUS. Mgr.
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE. 602 South
Charles M. Haccus has been award- his neighbors had occasion to visit the Crollott.
use of one of our Irrigation plants,
Both Phones
Street
First
the
No. 2931, Territory vs. Tomas Kuiz.
cut-of- f
at
LOANS
Helen
on
and
the
ed a contract
Greenlee ranch a few days later
made worth $100 per acre. Write us
13.
December
days
few
a
will
in
but
leave
Epris. He
found everything In perfect order,
Automatic phone 451.
for catalogue No. 9. on "Irrigation and
Misdemeanor cases.
for that place. Mr Haccus was re- Greenlee was missing. A search was
Room lu, N. T. Armljo Building.
Pumping Machinery," and tell about
14.
December
bn.si
by
In
transfer
the
cently engaged
made by the relatives and also
your requirements. We can help you.
No. 3025, Territory vs. Elias Aldo-retINSURANCE.
country
for
ness.
manv friends, and the
Secretary Mutual Building Associa
miles around, was gone over for many
No. 302C, Territory vs. Gregoiio Rotion. Office at .1. a naldrldge'a LumColonel W. S. Hopewell, of the AI-- ( wt,eks hm no )raoe ,)f nlrr, couia be
Movin
Drayln'
Shippin'
mero.
ber yard.
buquerque FlaMern railway, left last fonn(1
The llendrie & Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.
No. 3035, Territory vs. Eliseo
night for a short trip to Kl l'aso and, Af(;r ft )i)psR of ov(r a ypHr
FREIGHTIN
A
TOTi
GftADI
other points in the south where he tiyeH wpnt (nto the
obat( ,.ol,rt of
No. 303fi, Territory vs. Eslavlo Vigil.
... .
will transact matters of Importance
1621-163- 9
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions. Hay,
You have us once, you'll
Seventeenth Street. DENVER. COLORADO q
No. 3060. Territory vs. William
'They!
in connection with his interests.
f administration.
Grain
and
Fuel.
right;
again.
Prices
call
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
ev ctence wn.c. bh.imi.-u..
December 16.
W J Walah. wi.o has been In the' l'ronueeii
there ain't no gougln'.
(.reenlee w as not living.) No. 3
and Cigars. Place your orders for
rt
Terdtory
John s Muu.
employof the Rock Island Railroad
this line with its.
'
" f T.
ami
Hutchinson,
company
at
lan.,
i
'
Men
By
Transfer
the
Albuquerque
pro
,
NORTH THIRD STREET.
.
.........
and the man
I . i i i f r.. f,.. ministration
vs. William
No. 3048,
Territory
wno IS a Wf ii11 1.K.m.w.1
.L.o.l
iiin...
Wagner.
y
No. 3049
Territory vs. William
REDUCED PRICES
Building Supplies
M.
DRAGOIE
1
On
Dental Work. Plates. $5.00;
among the legal heirs.
No. 3t'y0, Territory vs. Claude Doatfe
Fillings,
$6.00;
$1.00
Gold
Crowns,
According to a well known rancher and Jose Baca.
Dealer In
S
G. H Gray. who'haS been acting as,
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
special' officer in the Santa Fe yards of that vicinity, who was in Trinidad,
No. 3051. same.
MERCHANDISE,
GENERAL
guaranteed.
All
50c.
returned to his own
No. 3052, same.
Both Phones
in this city tor sime time past, has Mr. Greenlee
Third and Marquette
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
No. 3053, same.
resigned to accept a position in a dir- - home late Sunday night, to the
s
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
of
his
lJprlse
consternation
and
siiml-No.
C.
3054,
of
the
service.
branch
s
300 North Broadway, Corner of Wash(owner special officer In the fives and friends. Greenlee
December 16.
1
lt.it ely declined to impart any informa-iNo. 30."!), Territory vs. .lnl and ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
arrived
having
Vegas,
at Las
during
has
been
where
he
as
tiou
to.
position
accept
Lucille.
the
to
the city
left.
December 18.
N. PEACH & CO.
made vacant by the resignation of the last eight years or why heGreenj it will be a difficult matter for
No. 3001, Territory vs. Roman
(;rUy
BELOW THE WHOLESALE PRICE. SHOULD
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
lee to satisfy the court that he Is a
y Santillanes, et al.
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
YOUR JEWELER OFFER TO SELL YOU A
Armljo
Building.
17,
W. H. Matson, Jr.. well know n In hiving man, and If so, he will have a
Room
N.
No. 3062, saino.
T.
Office,
208ft
Automatic 'phone, 53a.
DIAMOND EVEN
AT COST,
this city as former city agent and. hard time regaining the property
No. 3063, same.
IT WOULD
Gold Avenue.
West
traveling passenger agent for the. which was divided among his heirs.
No. 3066. Territory vs. Hickox.
ua, as we are in a position to eell diapay
you
buy
It
still
from
to
XXXXXXXTTTXIXli XXXXXXXXXXI X
coast lines of the Santa Fe, arrived!
No. 3069, Territory vs. John Dunmonds that have been pawned to us at 20 per cent less than retail
The Torture of a Preacher.
in the city Sunday night from Portning, et al. '
S LONDON CLUB LIVERY AND
Jewelers buy at wholesale.
The story of fhe torture of Rev. O.
land, Ore., for a visit with his parNo. 3070, same.
THE FINEST
P
FEED STABLES
ents and brother, O. A. Matson, dur- I). Moore, pastor of the Baptist church
No. 3071, same.
ROSENFIELO, The Pawnbroker.
The Man You Can Trust
Corner Second and Marquette.
ing the holidays. Mr. Matson, Jr., of Harpersville, N. Y., will interest
No. 3072, Territory vs. John Murhas not been in Albuquerque for over you. He says: "I suffered agonies phy et al.
118 Railroad avenue, next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N. M. 0
reNo. 3076, Territory vs. Joso Porall'a.
three years, and expressed himself as because of a persistent cough,
Railroad tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.
agreeably astonished at the great im sulting from the grip. I tried to
December 19.
provements made in the city in that sleep sitting up In bed. I tried many
No. 3078, Territory vs. George K.
remedies without relief, until I took Neher.
length of time.
Dr. King's New Discovery for ConE.
No. 3079, Territory vs. Frank
The new type of mail cars that are sumption, Coughs and Colds, which Stnrges.
SOMETHING WRONG
sysbeing installed on the Santa Fe
entirely cured my cough and saved
No. 3085, Territory vs. Laurence
your
with
bathroom equipment? Well,
placed
in me from consumption." A grand cure Mnrrinan.
C. GRANNIS, Prop.
tem have arrived and been
In the valley for sale or trade
worry or fret. Send us a posdon't
commission. They are the finest type for diseased conditions of the Throat
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red.
No. 3086, Territory vs. Juan
M.j
for city property; 25 acres In
Price Martinez.
Day and Night Hack.
of mall cars In use on any road west and lungs. At nil druggists.
tal or other message, (you know we
Mexico.
New
Albuquerque,
alfalfa.
Trial botof Chicago and are far superior to the f0c and $1. guaranteed.
have a phone), and we'll set matters
They
have
old style of wooden cars.
tles free.
Try Blue Label jams, Jellies and
XXXXXXXXXXXTXXXXXXXXXXXXTX
to rights In a Jiffy. It's to our Inand are
steel sills and needle-beampreserves, at Conroy's.
A SNAP IN A HOUSE OR TWO
terest aa well as yours, to keep
built to withstand any ordinary Fhock SUCH A SCHOOL
NEEDED IN NEW MEXICO.
of collision, and while tire mail clerks
things "just so" if we had the inTHE FUEKR UNDERTAKING CO.
That must go quick.
are not over anxious to try them out
stalling of your plumbing.
Reform
Avenue.
and
Industrial
Arizona's
Railroad
West
307
of
proud
in a wreck, they are rather
Boys
Girls.
and
School
for
Day
Niglt
or
being
60th 'Phones.
the new cars. In addition to
Large, well located store buildbuilt on much stronger lines than tiu
Heating &
The
was brought to the Inboy
Another
equiping
old wooden ones, they are also
School at BenReform
dustrial
and
THE
OO
TO
ped with five gas tanks for Pintsch son
Phoenix, who will serve a
Plumbing Company
For sale at a bargain.
lights, and are in 'every way an Im- term from
of five years, says the Tombcars.
provement over the old
Both 'Phones.
brought
was
He
Prospector.
stone
.
by Sherin" Hunt for Sheriff
Henry Jjiisen met with a painful down
That
of Maricopa county.
South of Viaduct, on First Street.
Porterfield & Co.
accident at the shops last night, tbut Walker,
forty-fiv- e
Ixy8 confined In that
bis injuries were not serious, says tie makes
and five girls. One of the
Out ic. He poured hot babbit metal institution
HOW. Gold Ave.
is to be transferred to the Crit
latter
to
have
happened
which
pulley,
a
into
FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.
WHEN YGU SHOOT
some water in It. and an explosion tenden Home in PhoeniM
You war.M HIT wli.il ynu are aiming at
G. E. GUSTAFSON, Proprietor.
followed. The molten mass was blown
MnVe your
The Season of Indigestion.
jy,M
uc it h:rii. twast nr
Palmer & Wright's best and latest odors. We have them in pretty,
COCXXXXXCOCXXOCICXXXXXXXX)
in every direction and Mr. .Ian.sen lvi.l
tui..ii'-.upon
indigestion
season
S.I1.VENS.
The
of
is
the
c..;:
sh..i
boxes, at
fancy
flying
by
the
slightly
burned
3.
his face
us.
l'. r i yc. r. S i !:'I N'S AKMS h:.ve
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure for
Ctrrltlot. ...... American Blook
metal. His injuries do not prevent
i i d ah I i; M1KK UUN'.tKS tor ACINSURANCE, REAL ESTATE-NOT- ARY
everyDyspepsia
will
do
and
him from working.
CURAL' V. Iiurlme:
PUBLIC.
thing for the stomach that an overHoom 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
loaded or
stomach canPistols
Rifles, S&stpis,
"WRECKS COME IN BUNCHES"
Automatic Telephone, 174.
not do for itself. Kodol digests what
you eat gives the stomach a rest
C)OCXXXXXXXXXX30COCOOCOOO
OLD RAILROADER
SAYS
t
i 4 iv in
it r I k
relieves sour stomarh, belching, heart(.11..,..
t r
.i.twi lt.r m
f O'll.tlifrte M.t..i.t. A
t K'Uil.
If li.ll
burn, indigestion, etc.
- k
WE GIVE
vji..i-irrtf- r.
e fcln
ihrr t, r
."v.
OVER TWELVE WRECKS ON THE
it., im ti- t i r. f r i Tf" it i'
t
In
mill
You
satisfaction
MILL
WOOD
COKE
f til
ri
tivr
it
FOUR
IN
PAST
THE
HAVE
YOU
TO
WHAT
SANTA FE
TRADE
HIS
Log
property
For
SUBSTANTIATE
at
Cost
Cerrillos?
WEEKS.
f.l'ir Aluminum I Luther wit)
Beautiful t
KINDLING
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
Both 'Phones.
be iorfttt'l lef 10 cents in tuipv.
f
$1,250; trading
p;ice,
AVENUE.
of
117
WEST RAILROAD
STATEMENT.
cost. A snap, if you can use the
sKX)COCOCODCXX)COCOCOCiCCx300
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.,
That the Santa Fe has had more property. Don't be arraid to talk
To feel aironR, have good appetite
than her share or wrecks in the past with me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
P. O. Box 4096
and'dlgeHtlon, sleep oundly and enjoy
four weeks is evidenced by the fol- Broadway.
U. 8. A.
FALLS,
ilASS.,
CHICOPEE
'PHONES
POTH
life, use Burdock's Blood Bitters, the
o
lowing Interview with t prominent ofTry a Citizen want ad.
great system tonic and builder.
ficial of the road, who was In AlbuOCOCOCOCiCOCOOCOCODOCXXOC!
querque today on company biioiners.
-I have been 'in the rUlroad
for the past twenty years." .saia
in conversation with a repre
sentative ef The Evening Citizen. :hiw;
morning, "and I notice. tha wreck-like fires, come in bunches. For n;
stance, the numerous recent wrecks
on the Santa Fe started off with
wreck of thu California ex
press near Kansas C'it,V about a "lon'h
ago.
Several minor wrecks ai:-- defollowed in rapid succesrailments
sion, then came the disastrous wreck
of No. near Romero about two weeks
ago when Engineer Bracked los his
went oh
life. Following that. No.
Cui-o- ff
on a tangent at Tlmpas. Vol.), smashing things up in general; Lien No. t'
tried to pass a freight on the "U.lu
line east of La Junta, ami things
from Chicago,
N. M.,
Belen, is 31 miles
Main Line
were scattered all over the rif.'ht of
way there. On top of all tins, ic.eiej
Angeles, El
Old Mexico
City,
has been two small wrecks near Trin-ears
i.y
of;
three
idad, tne caused
steel piling up nd the other '.y ono
engines turning!
of the big mogul
crosswise of tile tr:ik. Add to thist
ov r the,
a few derailments scam-ret
streets, with alleys L'O fe-- wide, with l.eautiful lake and public park and grand old fhaj.- - tie ; public school house, cost-larline and you have a run of bad
Of 1,000 busiuel-ami residt noe lots, ize 25x112 feet, laid out with l.roal SO and
ought to make the Santa Fw in-- ,
wintry; three hotels.
1,500 inhabitant ; largest mercantile establlhim nts in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels daily;
population
churches,
club;
a
ill);
of
$16,000;
Commercial
mune from wrecks for t ;'e next t
leMatirants, etc. Helen Is the largest shlppiug point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans ami hay in c'eu'ral New Mexico. Its Importance a a Kieat commercial railroad city In ilit mar future cannot be estimated
years."
tbat were deNumbers 1, 7 and
laved on account of the wreck of N;
ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
ii east or La Junta Saturday,
arrivt I
yesterday afternoon between L! and o
s
bakery, tailor nnip. slioe house, jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill,
Thf lota offered are in the center of the city, well graded, (many of t h in improved by cultivation ( no ami or travel. We need a
o'clock, and it is thought that from
tlrft-Also
a
hotel.
etc.
,
modern
etc
store,
harness
nd wood yard, drtiir
now son all trains from the eat will:
In- - running
on schedule time, as t'tej
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
wreck has all been cleared a.sv fsnl
t lie roadbed
pin In good liue.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
j

j
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RAILROAD TOPICS

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

Thos. F. Kcleher

"Red Wagons"

A
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CO.

PROPOSITION

A. E. WALKER,

e.

I
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Diamonds
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Standard

New Planing Mill

special Machinery
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A. SLEYSTER
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COAL
$5.50 Per

over-worke- d

'

i

Ton

i:j.-i'-

.
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25c9 50c, 73 g & $1.00
The Williams Drug Co
BLUE FRONT

one-hal-

W.H.Hahn&Co

Citizen Want Ads Bring The Best Results

thi.-offici-

R

l

1
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COM
The Ftftwe Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
3ES

Located on the Be fen

of-

The Atchison, Topeka

&.

Santo Fe Railway

of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west
at the junction of the
south of Albuquerque,
Paso and
Kansas
Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los

(

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
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MAN

DtCLARED DEAD RETLRNS

A NEW MEX
RANCH. BUT HAS RETURNED AND WILL NOT EXPLAIN.
hois iially '!
Whether a man
tared dead can own property, is the
complicated question which is lieili

DISAPPEARED FROM
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JOHN BECKER, President

WM. M. I3EKUEK, Secretary
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$1.75 to $4.00
75c to $2.50
$1.65 to $4.00
60c to $1.50

Men'a Shoes, stylish and reliable
Men's Slippers, felt or leather
Women's Shoes, Patent Kid, Vlcl Kid or Calf
Women's House Slippers
Women's Dress Slippers
Shoes for Boys and Girls
Children's Felt Slippers

$1.25 to $3.00
$1.10 to $2.25
45c to $1.00

00CSK0S0000

COC4KC0CC0C000
A CUP OF PRIME COFFEE

straight to the heart of
every man at breakfast time, and
everyone knows that only good grocers keep good coffee. We take sep-cipride In our brands, as they have
made our store famous. Just as good
as the coffee we sell are our teas,
which principle holds good throughout
our entire stock. We sell nothing
but the best of food products those
we have tested ourselves, and so can
swear by them.
is what goes

al

r: TROTTER

Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

Lttmbef,
First and Marquette,

i

CO.

LUMBER

Albuquerque, N.

-

M.

DIAMONDS

V

PLEDGES

UNREDEEMED

LOW PRICES

AT

have a large stock of diamonds, big and little, and some of the
most beautiful gems ever brought to this country, that I am going to
Bell before the new year, and I will Bell thetn cheap rather than ship
them to an eastern wholesale market.
I

HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker
114 WEST RAILROAD'

0C00

AVENUE.

C0O0K0

Invitations just Issued by Mrs. Sol
omon l.una chronicle a card party to
bo given at the Elks opera house Fri
day afternoon.
Secretary and Treasurer John N.
Coffin, of tlie American Lumber com
pany, returned Huiurnay irum a
to Thoreau and the lumber camps.
Mrs. John S. Trimble hns' gone to
Santa Fe to visit her father, George
S. Itliint, und her children, who are
attending school at the territorial capital.
Miss Ida McKoynolds. of Loa An
geles, who was here the past couple
of months visiting her aunt, Mrs.
Frank Cllne, returned to the City of
Angels last night.
Regular meeting -- or Cottonwood
Grove, No. 2, Woodmen Circle will be
held Tuesday afternoon in Odd I'ei
lows' hall. Every member requested
to bo present. 2:30 sharp.
Mrs. G. S. Miera and Frank Abeytla,
who were called to Albuquerque owing
to the death of Mrs. Armljo, returned
yesterday to their homes in Santa Fe
and Socorro, respectively.
Thursday evening Mr. and Mrs. Fred
H. Kent will celebrate their wedding
anniversary by entertaining at a card
nartv about eighty friends at the
home, 923 West Copper avenue.
There will be a meeting of the Wo
man's Relief Corps, at Red Men's hall
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock,
election of officers. Full at
for
ter.drnct desired. By order of the
president.
Mrs. Carter, widow of the former ex's
cellent editor of "Sunshine," the
death occuring a snort time ago
has returned to the city from her
home in Ohio, und may remain hero
during the remainder of the. winter.
On Thursday,
December 14, the
Home Mission society of the Highland
Methodist church will give llfc monthly
tea at the home of J. D. Emmons, 310
South Walter street, from 2:30 until
6 p. ni. 'Everybody is invited.
Auctioneer Scott Knight returned
yesterday from Raton, where on Sat
uruay he conducted a sale of unclaim
Ex
ed packages at the Wells-Farg- o
press company oflice at that place.
Nearly 200 packages were disposed of
within a couple of hours. Mr. Knight
suvh that l be weather Is very cold at
Raton.
On January 3rd, there will be held
in this city a civil service examina
tion tor the purpose of securing ell
gibles from which to fill the vacancy
of nurse ut the Albuquerque Indian
school. The salary la G00 per annum, and experience, age and physical
condition will bo the chief points of
the examination.
.1. W. T. McNeil, pastor of the Bap
tist church, has Just compiled a new
church directory, comprising all ihe
denominations except the Catholics
which will be distributed, In frames,
around the' city, thereby directing tue
attention of strangers and visitors In
Albuquerque to the different bouses of
worship, location, hours of worship.
pastors, etc.
The United States civil service com
mission announces an examination td
be held at Washington, December 27,
1905, to fill the vacancy of asslsta-vcook at the Albuquerque Indian
school. Applicants will not be given
lat-ter-
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NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFFICE.
Stand on a chair and you can almost
Ideal

We have a store

Christmas gifts.

just

full of nice

Christmas,

see

for it's

articles that would make

Remember, no charge for

packing and

v

DIAMONDS

When bought right are a good Investment. Our prices are right. We Invltt
you to coil and examine the toeautl ul diamond goods we are offering; also

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mall orders receive vpedal
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

ETC.

attention.

EVERITT

LEADING JEWELER

tr.L,n nn.l tt ...lit

be necessary for applicants to do any
thing further than write to the commission at Washington for blank form
1093, fill it out and send to Washing
ton. The position pays 4So per an
num.
Hugh II. Harris, all the way from
Augusta, Georgia, is the name of a
new reporter who has just taken a
position on the New Mexican, Santa
Fe, vice Edward F. Hannon, who resigned and will go to Denver. A word
to Col. Max Frost, the able editor of
the New Mexican: Take that small
want ad out of the Inland Printer, and
thus prevent newspaper reporters
coming to this country and getting
stranded.
It is an Injustice to the
boys back east to get them out here
on big promises and then "fire" them.
As it was ascertained Saturday evening that the Masonic lodge was some
thing like 300,000 votes in the lead for
the $400 Price &Teeple piano, the
Knights of Columbus, which has given
the Masonic brethren such a lively
fight In the contest, acknowledged de

do we draw a man
such large hands?
Simply because we have on

WHY

hand the finest assortment
of snappy styles in Smoking
Jackets and DressingGowns
for men that we have shown in years. Why
not take a look at them and make your
selections now?
Fine Neckwear. Fancy Suspenders.
119

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 South Second St.
West Gold Ave.

AM

FOR MEN AND BOYS

ALL ECONOMICALLY

PRICED.

Fancy Suspenders

Fancy Hosery
In

hundreds
of styles, from
25c to $1.50 per pair.

single fancy
to $2.

In
$1

Has Just been received from the east, comprising
weaves and shapes. Priced at

Linen and Silk, from 25c

to

91.50.

all

the very

Gloves - Umbrellas - Traveling Bags

SIMON STERN

LEAGUE

Joint. Statehood
The
league held a meeting at the office of
Rodey
last Saturday
Attorney B. S.
night, and those present listened to a
verbal report from Seeretarles Rodey
and Sheridan. These two gentlemen
the past few weeks have sent out a
volume or two or petitions, letters,
etc., from conventions, and city coun
cils in both New Mexico and Arizona,
advocating joint statehood, to Presi
at
dent Roosevelt and lawmakers
Washington, and have accomplished
much work. The question Of sending
delegates to Washington ' was discussed, but no action was officially
taken.
Mr. Rodey would like to go to
Washington, as he states he knows
he can do a great deal of good work
for statehood. It was thought advisable, however, to first pay the bills
of tbe league with prospective
and then, with the surplus,
apply It to the expenses of delegates
to AVashlnglon.
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.

Fancy 'Kerchiefs

.

boxes, from

An Immense Line of Fancy Neckwear and Mufflers

JOINT
STATEHOOD

AUCTION

Tuesday, December 12, at 1:30 p. m.
sharp. In the double store rooms of
the Gleckler building, opposite the
Commercial club, I will sell at public auction the entire furnishings of a
home, consisting
beautiful
of a $50 range, kitchen utensils,
dishes, a $30 refrigerator, $35 dining
table, buffet, china cabinet, seven
leather seat dining chairs, brass bed,
box mattress, chiffonier, dressing ta
ble, Davenport, parlor tables, Morris
chair, sectional look case, writing
desk, rockers, base burner, carpets,
pictures and oilier articles too numer
ous to mention. These goods are
new and perfectly sanitary. Call and
Inspect them Monday before the sale.
H. S. KNIGHT,
Auctioneer.

newest
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Shirts

ip.OU

Hats

Shoes

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

ooooooooo
Signet Rings

five-roo-

presents for either ladles or gentlemen. We
.engrave them free of charge, and we assure you tbey wai please.
Call and see what we have to offer you.
Are

always

acceptable

Mi.YNARD.

The Jeweler

0

0

119 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Aid society of the Lead
The
5
avenue Methodist church will give a
"lucky 13" tea on Wednesday afternoon, December 13, at the home of
Mrs. W. H. Hahn. Every thirteenth
LAND MATTERS.
LADIES' TAILORING.
person will be admitted free. Every
Madam Gross, of New York city, la
H. W. S. Otero,
one welcome. Tea will be served
T. G. Ames and wife to A. E. Robnow ready to receive customers. Call,
United States Court Commissioner,
inson and wife, lots 4, 5 and 6. block from 2:30 till 5 o'clock.
and imagine you are calling at
703 West Silver avenue.
Will attend
C, Ames Homestead addition; $150.
in New York city. You will to matters before the land offlce.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Surety Investment company, to Roy
equal
One
theirs.
to
receive
work
3G,
Perea
S. Elwood, lots 1 to 8, block
trial will convince the most fastidious
addition, $300.
FOR SALE High grade violin,' cheap. lady that Madam Gross 'understands
NEW
LINE OF PICTURE
Matilda J. McCann, et als, to MinSavely, 524 South Second street.
her business. Railroad avenue, over
MOULDINGS. HAVE YOUR PIC- nie R. Davney, lots 40.41. 42 and 43, FOR SALE New base burner and B. Ilfeld's. Room 26.
TURES FRAMED BEFORE THE V
l.loeW 3 P. Armijo Bros. Addition;
Firelight open stove, cheap. 921
HOLIDAY RUSH. C. A. HUD- $3,000.
Pay your poll taxes today at j SON, NO. 118 NORTH SECOND
North Fourth street.
M. W. Flournoy and wife to M. K.
O'Rielly & Company's drug store.
STREET.
Wylder, lots 36, 37 and 38, block B0,
9.
XMAS SUGGESTIONS
Original townsite; $l,nu0.
XXXXXXXXOCODCOOOCXXXXXXX
L. W. Keister to J. C. Baldrldge,
Here's Your Chance.
lots 7, 8 and 9, block 19, Huning HighHIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR
ALBUMS,
KODAKS.
SOUVENIR
land addition; $l.oo.
Talking Machine Records re- OLD CLOTHING.
Victor
BICYCLES,
BURNT
LEATHER,
RobJ. L. Cnrd and wife to A. E.
M. Langer,
at
Learnard & Llndemann's.
duced
RAZORS,
BALLS,
KNIVES,
FOOT
Inerts and wife, undivided one-halo-irormeriy 91, now 00c
303 SOUTH
GLOVES, STRIKING BAGS,
records,
FIRST
STREET.
BOXING
Highterest, lot 10, Idock 45, Huning
"
$1.50, " $1.
records.
of Silver Avenue.
AT
RODS AND REELS.
Corner
FISHING
land addition; $1.00.
Make your selections now.
HOUSTON'S, 118 GOLD AVENUE.
0OOCOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOO
Ault-man'-

illi JHHtllli

lf

n.

12-l- n.

PROBATE

COURT

Probate Judge .lesus Koniero held
a short session of court this forenoon,
passing upon matters of several estates.
The report of the appraisers of the
estate of Vevinte Sals was approved.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hull, widow, was appointed administratrix of the estate
of William H. Hull, deceased, her
bond being fixed at $2,200. She was
als oappointed guardian of the two
minor children. Her bond in this matter was placed at $1,400. Frank Hull
and B. Ruppe were appointed appraisers of the estate.
The court approved the report of
the appraisers of the estate of Nina
Rosenwald, deceased.
Severlano Lucero was appointed administrator of the estate of Josellta
Duran de Lucero, deceased, to serve
without boud.
The court then adjourned till the
first Monday iu January, 190(1.

j

Are the Most Appreciated

$

leading makes, Heating Stoves, the best
mantif act tired Brussell Carpet Sweepers, Landers, Frary
& Clark Carving Sets, Chafing Dishes and Fine Clocks.
Table and Pocket Cutlery.

Ranges---th-

i

e

The largest and best assortment to select
from. Call and see us now.

FLOWERS
Whether "she" Is wife or sweetheart, the most acceptable remembrance Is a bouquet of beautiful flowers. We Just mention this,
thinking, perhaps, you forgot.

IVES,

USEFUL PRESENTS
,

"SHE" LIKES

.

coming.

- -

1

gift proimsitlun.
We have made special preparations for the holiday trade, and can
take a lot. of trouble off jour hands. We have the largest assortment we ever carried of House Slippers, Press Slippers and Shoes.

ALBUQUERQUE

- Practical - - - Beautiful
CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Useful

Last Bnturday night's New Mexican
"ays: Mrs. Charles A. Spies, of Las
Vegas, who has been on a brief visit
to Hon. and Mrs. Arthur Sellgman,
during (he hitter part of the week,
Smiles.
will leuve tomorrow for Albuquerque,
A Utile smile when trouble comes
where she will meet her mother, Mrs.
Will help turn It. away;
jyncn, ana (liiugmer, jeunuue, who
A littlo Kiniie when darkness falls
Angeles for several
have been in
Will ehaiiRn It Into day;
months for the benefit of the health
A little smile when hearts are sail
nf MIhh .lemielte. For n few davs.
Is really heaven-lent- ;
Its worth the world, and until the arrival of her mother,
A Utile fm" ie
Mrs. Sptess will be the guest ol Mrs.
t d jesn't cost a cent.
Samuel Neustailt, In the Duke City.
Regular meeting of Mineral 1vlpe While hero Mrs Sinless was the rerln- ient of much social attention.
No. 4, Knights of Pythias, tonight.
According to Don J. Rankin, the re
Lambs' wool Slipper Soles for Chil
pairs on the Corrales bridge nuu dren. Women and Men, 20, 25 and 35c.
completed.
been
Knee length Jersey Leggings for Chil
Invitations have been issued by Mr. dren. Misses and Women, 70c, 85c
party
and Mrs. Albert Orunwrold for a
and $1, at C. May's shoe store, 314
to be held ni their home Tuesday
West. Railroad avenue.

Come and let us help you m the Christmas

F.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1903.

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Fair tonight and Tuesday, except
clearing south portion tonight.

For Clbristmas

OO-0OOOOOO-

feat and the Judges therefore declared
the Masons the winners. The coldest
has liven on since h""t May. Although
It started out with several lodges ns
aspirants for the piano, It eventually
slmmnred don into a rontest between
the Mnsons and the Knights of

LOCAL AND

iY

tj 314 Wt5l KAlLKUAPAYLji

S
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WHITNEY COMPANY!

LOR'ST

TH1

FE AVENUE.
Auto Phone, 118.

South First Street

113-115-1-

319 WEST SANTA

North First Street

401-40- 3
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WM. MclNTOSH.

PROPRIETORS

CHAS. F. MYERS.- -

RKTAIL.

Few Suggestions for the Holidays

SETS, ALL KINDS AND PRICES. OUR STOCK OF POCKET KNIVES IS THE MOST COMPLETE IN THE
SOUTHWEST. WE GUARANTEE OUR SCISSORS AND SHEARS, "MADE BY WISS." IF AT ANY TIME THEY FAIL TO STAY SHARP
A NEW PAIR IN THEIR PLACE.
OR YOU FIND A FLAW IN THEM, RETURN TO US AND RECEIVE YOUR MONEY HACK OR
ELEGANT CARVING

SAFETY RAZORS
Q

Cole's

Hot Blast.
ITEM IS

"GILLETTE," "STAR" AND "GEM" ARE THE P.EST.
A FINE PRESENT TO til YE.

THE

THIS

rUniYersal"

THE "UNIVERSAL"
AND CAKE MAKER

HREAD

AND FOOD CHOPPERS.

Bread

HEATEkS AND RANGES
IIEST

ALL

MADE.

SIZES AND LOWEST PRICES

.

'"jrT

TV

i

COLT'S
8

KTTrTTI

AUTOMATIC

PISTOLS AND REVOLVERS

WINCHESTER
RIFLES,

1

mi lYicmci

Mixes and Kneads
Bread Thoroughly

SHOTGUNS AND AMMUNITION.

ia

In

Three Minutes

Masai da not loucn in aougn.

COtS AWM WITH HMO KNHDIN8

ANO

MAKES BETTER EREAO.

SI

Solo Br

ri'f?&to
No. 215

E.

& CO.

Albuquerque, New. Mexico

West Railroad Avenue
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